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Interest in the conformal to non-conformal transition:

● Being explored in the lattice (QCD with large number of fermions):            
            ☛ Light scalar found
            ☛ Smaller splittings from chiral breaking

● Important for the hierarchy problem:  
         SM emerging from a near-conformal theory

● Impact in cosmology: 
                                                   Supercooling and impact on axion abundance
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We present results for the spectrum of a strongly interacting SU(3) gauge theory with Nf = 8 light
fermions in the fundamental representation. Carrying out non-perturbative lattice calculations at
the lightest masses and largest volumes considered to date, we confirm the existence of a remarkably
light singlet scalar particle. We explore the rich resonance spectrum of the 8-flavor theory in the
context of the search for new physics beyond the standard model at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC). Connecting our results to models of dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking, we estimate
the vector resonance mass to be about 2 TeV with a width of roughly 450 GeV, and predict additional
resonances with masses below ⇠3 TeV.

PACS numbers: 11.15.Ha, 11.30.Qc, 12.60.Nz, 12.60.Rc

Introduction: Electroweak symmetry breaking
through new strong dynamics provides a potential mech-
anism to produce a composite scalar particle consistent
with the Higgs boson discovered at the LHC [1, 2]. Non-
perturbative lattice calculations are a crucial tool to
study relevant strongly interacting gauge theories, which
must di↵er qualitatively from quantum chromodynam-
ics (QCD) in order to remain phenomenologically viable.
In recent years lattice investigations have begun to ex-
plore novel near-conformal strong dynamics that emerge
upon enlarging the light fermion content of such sys-
tems. Of particular significance is increasing evidence
from this work [3–9] that such near-conformal dynamics
might generically give rise to scalar (0++) Higgs candi-
dates far lighter than the analogous f0 meson of QCD.
(See also the recent review [10] and references therein.)

A straightforward way to enlarge the fermion content is
to increase the number Nf of light fermions transform-
ing under the fundamental representation of the gauge
group SU(3). Previous lattice studies have identified the
case of Nf = 8 as a system that exhibits several fea-
tures quite distinct from QCD, which make it a partic-
ularly interesting representative of the broader class of
near-conformal gauge theories. These features include
slow running of the gauge coupling (a small � func-
tion) [11, 12], a reduced electroweak S parameter [13], a

slowly evolving mass anomalous dimension �m [14], and
changes to the composite spectrum including a light 0++

scalar [4, 13, 15, 16]. Although Refs. [17–19] even argue
that the 8-flavor theory may flow to a chirally symmetric
IR fixed point in the massless chiral limit, we support
the conventional wisdom that chiral symmetry appears
to break spontaneously for Nf = 8 [10–13, 15, 20]. The
8-flavor theory continues to be investigated by several lat-
tice groups in order to learn more about its low-energy
dynamics and relate it to phenomenological model build-
ing.

Here we summarize the main results from our lattice
calculations of the spectrum of the 8-flavor theory, high-
lighting the growing evidence for a light singlet scalar
0++ state. We also determine the vector (1��) and
axial-vector (1++) masses and decay constants and an-
alyze other aspects of the rich composite spectrum of
the theory, which are of phenomenological importance
in the context of searches for new resonances at the
LHC [21, 22]. When the 8-flavor theory is responsible
for electroweak symmetry breaking in models with chi-
ral electroweak couplings assigned to only one doublet
(ND = 1), we estimate that the vector meson has a physi-
cal mass of about 2 TeV and a width of roughly 450 GeV.

In the context of new strong dynamics beyond the stan-
dard model, it is important for lattice calculations to be
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FIG. 3. The pseudoscalar, vector and axial-vector decay
constants F⇡, F⇢ and Fa1 vs. the input fermion mass am.
Only statistical uncertainties are shown, within which F⇢ ⇡
Fa1 throughout the range of masses we investigate.

FIG. 4. Ratios of the Nf = 8 hadron masses divided by the
pseudoscalar decay constant F⇡ at each fermion mass am.

smallest [50], while the vector F⇢ and axial-vector Fa1 are
approximately degenerate within statistical errors. Sim-
ilar behavior was reported in Refs. [13, 28], where it was
related to reductions in the electroweak S parameter.

In Fig. 4 we plot ratios of the hadron masses divided by
F⇡, observing that all the ratios are rather independent of
the fermion mass, although some changes appear at our
lightest mass where the vector meson is above the two-
pseudoscalar threshold. We find that M⇢/F⇡ ⇡ 8 and
MN/F⇡ ⇡ 11, similar to the physical QCD ratios. In
fact, M⇢/F⇡ ⇡ 8 appears to be a generic feature of many
strongly coupled gauge theories, both IR conformal and
chirally broken [8, 15, 29–31].

Let us now specialize to models in which we assign
chiral electroweak couplings to only ND = 1 pair of the
Nf = 8 fermions. This choice sets the physical value

FIG. 5. Comparing our 8-flavor M0++ and M⇢ results with
those of the LatKMI Collaboration [4, 15, 38], using the same
reference scale

p
8t0. We plot these quantities vs. M⇡ and

include a dashed line to highlight degeneracy with the pseu-
doscalar meson. A consistent trend is clearly visible, with the
light singlet scalar 0++ state following the pseudoscalar to the
smallest masses studied so far.

of F = 246 GeV/
p
ND, and is motivated to keep the

electroweak S parameter as close as possible to its small
experimental value [13, 28]. Translating our results into
physical units by identifying F⇡ with the low-energy con-
stant F is strictly correct only in the chiral limit. We can-
not currently carry out a controlled chiral extrapolation,
in part because the e↵ects of a light 0++ scalar on the
low-energy e↵ective theory are not yet well understood
despite ongoing investigations [32–36]. If we assume that
the ratio M⇢/F⇡ shown in Fig. 4 remains relatively insen-
sitive to the fermion masses then we would end up with a
vector meson mass around 2 TeV. Similar considerations
suggest that MN and Ma1 would be around 2.7 TeV.
On the other hand, the physical 0++ mass will depend
sensitively on how long this state continues to track the
pseudoscalar whose mass must vanish in the chiral limit.
At present we can estimate 0 . M0++ . 1 TeV, and this
mass could be reduced further by interactions with the
top quark in realistic models where the strong dynamics
we study is coupled to the standard model [37].

Comparison with previous work: Some aspects of
the Nf = 8 spectrum discussed above were observed in
earlier lattice studies using di↵erent discretizations and
heavier masses [4, 13, 15, 16]. In particular, the remark-
ably light singlet scalar 0++ Higgs candidate was first
reported by Ref. [4]. The increasing evidence [3–9] that
such behavior could be a fairly generic feature of near-
conformal strong dynamics is extremely interesting from
the phenomenological point of view.

In this context the behavior of M0++ in the chiral limit
is particularly important. As a step in this direction, in
Fig. 5 we compare our results for the light meson spec-
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FIG. 2. The pion, rho, isosinglet 0++ and isomultiplet a0 scalar, axial, and nucleon mass of the light flavor spectrum in
units of F⇡. The first narrow panel shows the experimental values for QCD [28] normalized by F⇡ = 94 MeV, while the last
one corresponds to average values obtained from Nf = 12 flavor simulations [7, 16, 29, 30]. The four wider panels show the
Nf = 4 + 8 spectrum as the function of the light quark mass aFm` for amh = 0.100, 0.080, 0.060, and 0.050. If the chirally
broken Nf = 4 + 8 system triggered EWSB, F⇡ ⇡ 250 GeV would set the correct electroweak scale.

ward the IRFP. At the UV energy scale denoted by ⇤UV

the gauge coupling reaches the vicinity of the IRFP. Its
value is close to g? and changes only slowly when further
reducing the energy scale. In this regime the coupling
“walks.” If all fermions were massless, g(µ ! 0) = g?
as is indicated by the solid line in the figure. On the
other hand if some of the fermions are massive, their
mass becomes comparable to the cuto↵ at some energy
scale, denoted by ⇤IR, and they decouple. In this limit
the system behaves like a chirally broken model with N`

massless fermions. The corresponding fast running cou-
pling is denoted by the dashed blue lines in Fig. 1. The
walking range between the scales ⇤UV and ⇤IR can be
tuned by bmh, and a walking behavior in these systems
is guaranteed. The red long-dashed curve in Fig. 1 de-
scribes the case where the heavy fermions decouple before
the gauge coupling reaches the vicinity of the IRFP. This
situation can be avoided by tuning bmh ! 0 and is not
considered here.

Our numerical simulations support the expectations
outlined above. The bottom panel of Fig. 1 shows
the running coupling calculated at five di↵erent values,
bmh = 0.050, 0.060, 0.080, 0.100 and 1 (i.e. Nf = 4). We
define the energy dependent running coupling through
the Wilson flow scheme and match the scales such that
all five systems predict the same g2(µ) in the infrared
limit [31, 32]. The Nf = 4 system shows the expected
fast running, but a shoulder develops as bmh is lowered.
The dashed curves in the bottom panel of Fig. 1 indicate
regions where cuto↵ e↵ects could be significant; however,
theoretical considerations guarantee that the gauge cou-
pling takes its IRFP value as bmh ! 0. The similarity
between the top and bottom panels of Fig. 1 is strik-
ing and suggests that our simulations have entered the
walking regime. A walking gauge coupling leads to the
enhancement of the fermion condensate and is necessary

to satisfy electroweak constraints.

LATTICE SIMULATIONS AND THE HADRON
SPECTRUM

Wilson renormalization group considerations predict
that the 4+8 flavor system shows hyperscaling in the
am` = 0 chiral limit where dimensionless ratios of hadron
masses are independent of the heavy mass amh. How-
ever, these ratios have to neither match the Nf = 12 nor
the Nf = 4 flavor values. In this section we present nu-
merical results for the hadron spectrum of the Nf = 4+8
model at four di↵erent amh values.
We use staggered fermions with nHYP smeared gauge

links [33, 34] and a gauge action that is the combination
of fundamental and adjoint plaquette terms. This action
has been used in Nf = 12 flavor simulations [15, 16, 19]
and we chose the parameters for this work based on those
results. We have carried out simulations at one gauge
coupling, � = 4.0, and four di↵erent values of the mass
of the heavy flavors, amh = 0.050, 0.060, 0.080 and 0.100.
Based on the results of the finite size scaling study [19]
we expect that the three lightest values are within the
scaling regime of the IRFP, while mh = 0.100 could be
on the boundary. We chose the light fermion masses in
the range am` = 0.003 � 0.035 and the lattice volumes
vary from 243⇥48 to 483⇥96. At many (am`, amh) mass
values we consider two volumes to monitor finite volume
e↵ects. We use the Wilson flow transformation to de-
fine the lattice scale [31]. As am` ! 0 and amh ! 0,
our simulations approach the Nf = 12 conformal limit
and consequently the lattice spacing decreases, requiring
simulations on increasingly larger volumes. Since we ob-
serve significant changes in the lattice spacing both when
varying amh and am`, we present our results in terms of
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We propose to construct a chirally broken model based on the infrared fixed point of a conformal
system by raising the mass of some flavors while keeping the others massless. In the infrared limit the
massive fermions decouple and the massless fermions break chiral symmetry. The running coupling
of this system “walks” and the energy range of walking can be tuned by the mass of the heavy
flavors. Renormalization group considerations predict that the spectrum of such a system shows
hyperscaling.

We have studied a model with four light and eight heavy flavors coupled to SU(3) gauge fields
and verified the above expectations. We determined the mass of several hadronic states and found
that some of them are in the 2-3 TeV range if the scale is set by the pseudoscalar decay constant
F⇡ ⇡ 250 GeV. The 0++ scalar state behaves very di↵erently from the other hadronic states. In
most of our simulations it is nearly degenerate with the pion and we estimate its mass to be less
than half of the vector resonance mass.

PACS numbers: 11.15.Ha, 12.60.Rc

INTRODUCTION

Electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) and the na-
ture of the Higgs boson are central questions of beyond
the Standard Model (BSM) investigations. A gauge
theory exhibiting spontaneous chiral symmetry break-
ing (S�SB) may describe EWSB when coupled to the
Standard Model. In such a system three of the massless
Goldstone pions become the longitudinal component of
the W± and Z bosons, while all other hadronic states
appear as experimentally observable excitations in the
spectrum. The physical energy scale is set by match-
ing the decay constant of the pseudoscalar (pion) to the
vacuum expectation value of the EWSB, i.e. F⇡ ⇡ 250
GeV. BSM theories based on this construction are par-
ticularly interesting as they predict several resonances
around 2-3 TeV, an energy range accessible at the LHC.
The lightest vector meson state in our model is close to
2 TeV and could correspond to the recently reported res-
onance [1]. These theories are based on similar concepts
originally introduced in the context of technicolor [2–5].
Phenomenologically viable models must have properties
quite di↵erent from QCD, suggesting they are likely near
the conformal boundary. Recent lattice simulations with
many fundamental flavors or with fermions in higher rep-
resentations have indeed revealed non-QCD-like proper-
ties [6–11].

A composite BSM model with two massless fermions
generates the required three Goldstone bosons. If the
number of fermions is larger than two, as is the case
in systems with fundamental flavors near the conformal
boundary, the additional massless pseudoscalars have to
acquire mass. While the precise mechanism of this could
be complicated, for an e↵ective description one can sim-
ply add a mass term to the additional fermion flavors.
In a model with Nf fermions one would keep N` = 2

flavors massless and make Nh = Nf �N` fermions mas-
sive. That way, the system will have only three massless
Goldstone bosons in the infrared limit, yet the additional
flavors will have an influence on the spectrum.

When the total number of fermions increases above a
critical value, the system crosses the conformal bound-
ary. The infrared properties are now characterized by
a non-perturbative infrared fixed point (IRFP). Never-
theless the construction proposed above works just the
same. Lifting the masses of all but N` = 2 flavors will
lead to S�SB with three massless Goldstone bosons in
the infrared limit. The presence of the conformal IRFP
influences both the running of the gauge coupling and the
spectrum. The idea to give mass to some of the flavors
studied was previously discussed in Ref. [12] and a sim-
ilar construction, though with di↵erent phenomenology,
has been proposed e.g. in Refs. [13] and [14].

In this paper we investigate the properties of such a
system, based on the Nf = 12 conformal model [15–20].
We lift the masses of Nh = 8 fermions (heavy flavors) and
keep N` = 4 flavors light. This choice is motivated by the
lattice action we use in our simulations but a chirally bro-
ken model with four light flavors also has phenomenolog-
ical relevance. An example is the composite two Higgs-
doublet model of Ref. [21] that assumes four light flavors
and the Higgs bosons emerge as pseudo-Goldstone states.
More commonly discussed models feature two massless
fermions in the chiral limit and thus require simulations
with N` = 2. Our choice is, however, su�cient to investi-
gate general properties of mass split systems. By chang-
ing mh from zero to 1, our model interpolates between
the conformal 12-flavor and the chirally broken 4-flavor
systems. If mh > 0, chiral symmetry is spontaneously
broken. In the next section, we deduce that the hadron
spectrum of the light flavors shows hyperscaling in mh

assuming mh is in the scaling regime of the IRFP and
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We present results for the spectrum of a strongly interacting SU(3) gauge theory with Nf = 8 light
fermions in the fundamental representation. Carrying out non-perturbative lattice calculations at
the lightest masses and largest volumes considered to date, we confirm the existence of a remarkably
light singlet scalar particle. We explore the rich resonance spectrum of the 8-flavor theory in the
context of the search for new physics beyond the standard model at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC). Connecting our results to models of dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking, we estimate
the vector resonance mass to be about 2 TeV with a width of roughly 450 GeV, and predict additional
resonances with masses below ⇠3 TeV.
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Introduction: Electroweak symmetry breaking
through new strong dynamics provides a potential mech-
anism to produce a composite scalar particle consistent
with the Higgs boson discovered at the LHC [1, 2]. Non-
perturbative lattice calculations are a crucial tool to
study relevant strongly interacting gauge theories, which
must di↵er qualitatively from quantum chromodynam-
ics (QCD) in order to remain phenomenologically viable.
In recent years lattice investigations have begun to ex-
plore novel near-conformal strong dynamics that emerge
upon enlarging the light fermion content of such sys-
tems. Of particular significance is increasing evidence
from this work [3–9] that such near-conformal dynamics
might generically give rise to scalar (0++) Higgs candi-
dates far lighter than the analogous f0 meson of QCD.
(See also the recent review [10] and references therein.)

A straightforward way to enlarge the fermion content is
to increase the number Nf of light fermions transform-
ing under the fundamental representation of the gauge
group SU(3). Previous lattice studies have identified the
case of Nf = 8 as a system that exhibits several fea-
tures quite distinct from QCD, which make it a partic-
ularly interesting representative of the broader class of
near-conformal gauge theories. These features include
slow running of the gauge coupling (a small � func-
tion) [11, 12], a reduced electroweak S parameter [13], a

slowly evolving mass anomalous dimension �m [14], and
changes to the composite spectrum including a light 0++

scalar [4, 13, 15, 16]. Although Refs. [17–19] even argue
that the 8-flavor theory may flow to a chirally symmetric
IR fixed point in the massless chiral limit, we support
the conventional wisdom that chiral symmetry appears
to break spontaneously for Nf = 8 [10–13, 15, 20]. The
8-flavor theory continues to be investigated by several lat-
tice groups in order to learn more about its low-energy
dynamics and relate it to phenomenological model build-
ing.

Here we summarize the main results from our lattice
calculations of the spectrum of the 8-flavor theory, high-
lighting the growing evidence for a light singlet scalar
0++ state. We also determine the vector (1��) and
axial-vector (1++) masses and decay constants and an-
alyze other aspects of the rich composite spectrum of
the theory, which are of phenomenological importance
in the context of searches for new resonances at the
LHC [21, 22]. When the 8-flavor theory is responsible
for electroweak symmetry breaking in models with chi-
ral electroweak couplings assigned to only one doublet
(ND = 1), we estimate that the vector meson has a physi-
cal mass of about 2 TeV and a width of roughly 450 GeV.

In the context of new strong dynamics beyond the stan-
dard model, it is important for lattice calculations to be
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FIG. 3. The pseudoscalar, vector and axial-vector decay
constants F⇡, F⇢ and Fa1 vs. the input fermion mass am.
Only statistical uncertainties are shown, within which F⇢ ⇡
Fa1 throughout the range of masses we investigate.

FIG. 4. Ratios of the Nf = 8 hadron masses divided by the
pseudoscalar decay constant F⇡ at each fermion mass am.

smallest [50], while the vector F⇢ and axial-vector Fa1 are
approximately degenerate within statistical errors. Sim-
ilar behavior was reported in Refs. [13, 28], where it was
related to reductions in the electroweak S parameter.

In Fig. 4 we plot ratios of the hadron masses divided by
F⇡, observing that all the ratios are rather independent of
the fermion mass, although some changes appear at our
lightest mass where the vector meson is above the two-
pseudoscalar threshold. We find that M⇢/F⇡ ⇡ 8 and
MN/F⇡ ⇡ 11, similar to the physical QCD ratios. In
fact, M⇢/F⇡ ⇡ 8 appears to be a generic feature of many
strongly coupled gauge theories, both IR conformal and
chirally broken [8, 15, 29–31].

Let us now specialize to models in which we assign
chiral electroweak couplings to only ND = 1 pair of the
Nf = 8 fermions. This choice sets the physical value

FIG. 5. Comparing our 8-flavor M0++ and M⇢ results with
those of the LatKMI Collaboration [4, 15, 38], using the same
reference scale

p
8t0. We plot these quantities vs. M⇡ and

include a dashed line to highlight degeneracy with the pseu-
doscalar meson. A consistent trend is clearly visible, with the
light singlet scalar 0++ state following the pseudoscalar to the
smallest masses studied so far.

of F = 246 GeV/
p
ND, and is motivated to keep the

electroweak S parameter as close as possible to its small
experimental value [13, 28]. Translating our results into
physical units by identifying F⇡ with the low-energy con-
stant F is strictly correct only in the chiral limit. We can-
not currently carry out a controlled chiral extrapolation,
in part because the e↵ects of a light 0++ scalar on the
low-energy e↵ective theory are not yet well understood
despite ongoing investigations [32–36]. If we assume that
the ratio M⇢/F⇡ shown in Fig. 4 remains relatively insen-
sitive to the fermion masses then we would end up with a
vector meson mass around 2 TeV. Similar considerations
suggest that MN and Ma1 would be around 2.7 TeV.
On the other hand, the physical 0++ mass will depend
sensitively on how long this state continues to track the
pseudoscalar whose mass must vanish in the chiral limit.
At present we can estimate 0 . M0++ . 1 TeV, and this
mass could be reduced further by interactions with the
top quark in realistic models where the strong dynamics
we study is coupled to the standard model [37].

Comparison with previous work: Some aspects of
the Nf = 8 spectrum discussed above were observed in
earlier lattice studies using di↵erent discretizations and
heavier masses [4, 13, 15, 16]. In particular, the remark-
ably light singlet scalar 0++ Higgs candidate was first
reported by Ref. [4]. The increasing evidence [3–9] that
such behavior could be a fairly generic feature of near-
conformal strong dynamics is extremely interesting from
the phenomenological point of view.

In this context the behavior of M0++ in the chiral limit
is particularly important. As a step in this direction, in
Fig. 5 we compare our results for the light meson spec-
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FIG. 2. The pion, rho, isosinglet 0++ and isomultiplet a0 scalar, axial, and nucleon mass of the light flavor spectrum in
units of F⇡. The first narrow panel shows the experimental values for QCD [28] normalized by F⇡ = 94 MeV, while the last
one corresponds to average values obtained from Nf = 12 flavor simulations [7, 16, 29, 30]. The four wider panels show the
Nf = 4 + 8 spectrum as the function of the light quark mass aFm` for amh = 0.100, 0.080, 0.060, and 0.050. If the chirally
broken Nf = 4 + 8 system triggered EWSB, F⇡ ⇡ 250 GeV would set the correct electroweak scale.

ward the IRFP. At the UV energy scale denoted by ⇤UV

the gauge coupling reaches the vicinity of the IRFP. Its
value is close to g? and changes only slowly when further
reducing the energy scale. In this regime the coupling
“walks.” If all fermions were massless, g(µ ! 0) = g?
as is indicated by the solid line in the figure. On the
other hand if some of the fermions are massive, their
mass becomes comparable to the cuto↵ at some energy
scale, denoted by ⇤IR, and they decouple. In this limit
the system behaves like a chirally broken model with N`

massless fermions. The corresponding fast running cou-
pling is denoted by the dashed blue lines in Fig. 1. The
walking range between the scales ⇤UV and ⇤IR can be
tuned by bmh, and a walking behavior in these systems
is guaranteed. The red long-dashed curve in Fig. 1 de-
scribes the case where the heavy fermions decouple before
the gauge coupling reaches the vicinity of the IRFP. This
situation can be avoided by tuning bmh ! 0 and is not
considered here.

Our numerical simulations support the expectations
outlined above. The bottom panel of Fig. 1 shows
the running coupling calculated at five di↵erent values,
bmh = 0.050, 0.060, 0.080, 0.100 and 1 (i.e. Nf = 4). We
define the energy dependent running coupling through
the Wilson flow scheme and match the scales such that
all five systems predict the same g2(µ) in the infrared
limit [31, 32]. The Nf = 4 system shows the expected
fast running, but a shoulder develops as bmh is lowered.
The dashed curves in the bottom panel of Fig. 1 indicate
regions where cuto↵ e↵ects could be significant; however,
theoretical considerations guarantee that the gauge cou-
pling takes its IRFP value as bmh ! 0. The similarity
between the top and bottom panels of Fig. 1 is strik-
ing and suggests that our simulations have entered the
walking regime. A walking gauge coupling leads to the
enhancement of the fermion condensate and is necessary

to satisfy electroweak constraints.

LATTICE SIMULATIONS AND THE HADRON
SPECTRUM

Wilson renormalization group considerations predict
that the 4+8 flavor system shows hyperscaling in the
am` = 0 chiral limit where dimensionless ratios of hadron
masses are independent of the heavy mass amh. How-
ever, these ratios have to neither match the Nf = 12 nor
the Nf = 4 flavor values. In this section we present nu-
merical results for the hadron spectrum of the Nf = 4+8
model at four di↵erent amh values.
We use staggered fermions with nHYP smeared gauge

links [33, 34] and a gauge action that is the combination
of fundamental and adjoint plaquette terms. This action
has been used in Nf = 12 flavor simulations [15, 16, 19]
and we chose the parameters for this work based on those
results. We have carried out simulations at one gauge
coupling, � = 4.0, and four di↵erent values of the mass
of the heavy flavors, amh = 0.050, 0.060, 0.080 and 0.100.
Based on the results of the finite size scaling study [19]
we expect that the three lightest values are within the
scaling regime of the IRFP, while mh = 0.100 could be
on the boundary. We chose the light fermion masses in
the range am` = 0.003 � 0.035 and the lattice volumes
vary from 243⇥48 to 483⇥96. At many (am`, amh) mass
values we consider two volumes to monitor finite volume
e↵ects. We use the Wilson flow transformation to de-
fine the lattice scale [31]. As am` ! 0 and amh ! 0,
our simulations approach the Nf = 12 conformal limit
and consequently the lattice spacing decreases, requiring
simulations on increasingly larger volumes. Since we ob-
serve significant changes in the lattice spacing both when
varying amh and am`, we present our results in terms of
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We propose to construct a chirally broken model based on the infrared fixed point of a conformal
system by raising the mass of some flavors while keeping the others massless. In the infrared limit the
massive fermions decouple and the massless fermions break chiral symmetry. The running coupling
of this system “walks” and the energy range of walking can be tuned by the mass of the heavy
flavors. Renormalization group considerations predict that the spectrum of such a system shows
hyperscaling.

We have studied a model with four light and eight heavy flavors coupled to SU(3) gauge fields
and verified the above expectations. We determined the mass of several hadronic states and found
that some of them are in the 2-3 TeV range if the scale is set by the pseudoscalar decay constant
F⇡ ⇡ 250 GeV. The 0++ scalar state behaves very di↵erently from the other hadronic states. In
most of our simulations it is nearly degenerate with the pion and we estimate its mass to be less
than half of the vector resonance mass.
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INTRODUCTION

Electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) and the na-
ture of the Higgs boson are central questions of beyond
the Standard Model (BSM) investigations. A gauge
theory exhibiting spontaneous chiral symmetry break-
ing (S�SB) may describe EWSB when coupled to the
Standard Model. In such a system three of the massless
Goldstone pions become the longitudinal component of
the W± and Z bosons, while all other hadronic states
appear as experimentally observable excitations in the
spectrum. The physical energy scale is set by match-
ing the decay constant of the pseudoscalar (pion) to the
vacuum expectation value of the EWSB, i.e. F⇡ ⇡ 250
GeV. BSM theories based on this construction are par-
ticularly interesting as they predict several resonances
around 2-3 TeV, an energy range accessible at the LHC.
The lightest vector meson state in our model is close to
2 TeV and could correspond to the recently reported res-
onance [1]. These theories are based on similar concepts
originally introduced in the context of technicolor [2–5].
Phenomenologically viable models must have properties
quite di↵erent from QCD, suggesting they are likely near
the conformal boundary. Recent lattice simulations with
many fundamental flavors or with fermions in higher rep-
resentations have indeed revealed non-QCD-like proper-
ties [6–11].

A composite BSM model with two massless fermions
generates the required three Goldstone bosons. If the
number of fermions is larger than two, as is the case
in systems with fundamental flavors near the conformal
boundary, the additional massless pseudoscalars have to
acquire mass. While the precise mechanism of this could
be complicated, for an e↵ective description one can sim-
ply add a mass term to the additional fermion flavors.
In a model with Nf fermions one would keep N` = 2

flavors massless and make Nh = Nf �N` fermions mas-
sive. That way, the system will have only three massless
Goldstone bosons in the infrared limit, yet the additional
flavors will have an influence on the spectrum.

When the total number of fermions increases above a
critical value, the system crosses the conformal bound-
ary. The infrared properties are now characterized by
a non-perturbative infrared fixed point (IRFP). Never-
theless the construction proposed above works just the
same. Lifting the masses of all but N` = 2 flavors will
lead to S�SB with three massless Goldstone bosons in
the infrared limit. The presence of the conformal IRFP
influences both the running of the gauge coupling and the
spectrum. The idea to give mass to some of the flavors
studied was previously discussed in Ref. [12] and a sim-
ilar construction, though with di↵erent phenomenology,
has been proposed e.g. in Refs. [13] and [14].

In this paper we investigate the properties of such a
system, based on the Nf = 12 conformal model [15–20].
We lift the masses of Nh = 8 fermions (heavy flavors) and
keep N` = 4 flavors light. This choice is motivated by the
lattice action we use in our simulations but a chirally bro-
ken model with four light flavors also has phenomenolog-
ical relevance. An example is the composite two Higgs-
doublet model of Ref. [21] that assumes four light flavors
and the Higgs bosons emerge as pseudo-Goldstone states.
More commonly discussed models feature two massless
fermions in the chiral limit and thus require simulations
with N` = 2. Our choice is, however, su�cient to investi-
gate general properties of mass split systems. By chang-
ing mh from zero to 1, our model interpolates between
the conformal 12-flavor and the chirally broken 4-flavor
systems. If mh > 0, chiral symmetry is spontaneously
broken. In the next section, we deduce that the hadron
spectrum of the light flavors shows hyperscaling in mh

assuming mh is in the scaling regime of the IRFP and
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We present results for the spectrum of a strongly interacting SU(3) gauge theory with Nf = 8 light
fermions in the fundamental representation. Carrying out non-perturbative lattice calculations at
the lightest masses and largest volumes considered to date, we confirm the existence of a remarkably
light singlet scalar particle. We explore the rich resonance spectrum of the 8-flavor theory in the
context of the search for new physics beyond the standard model at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC). Connecting our results to models of dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking, we estimate
the vector resonance mass to be about 2 TeV with a width of roughly 450 GeV, and predict additional
resonances with masses below ⇠3 TeV.

PACS numbers: 11.15.Ha, 11.30.Qc, 12.60.Nz, 12.60.Rc

Introduction: Electroweak symmetry breaking
through new strong dynamics provides a potential mech-
anism to produce a composite scalar particle consistent
with the Higgs boson discovered at the LHC [1, 2]. Non-
perturbative lattice calculations are a crucial tool to
study relevant strongly interacting gauge theories, which
must di↵er qualitatively from quantum chromodynam-
ics (QCD) in order to remain phenomenologically viable.
In recent years lattice investigations have begun to ex-
plore novel near-conformal strong dynamics that emerge
upon enlarging the light fermion content of such sys-
tems. Of particular significance is increasing evidence
from this work [3–9] that such near-conformal dynamics
might generically give rise to scalar (0++) Higgs candi-
dates far lighter than the analogous f0 meson of QCD.
(See also the recent review [10] and references therein.)

A straightforward way to enlarge the fermion content is
to increase the number Nf of light fermions transform-
ing under the fundamental representation of the gauge
group SU(3). Previous lattice studies have identified the
case of Nf = 8 as a system that exhibits several fea-
tures quite distinct from QCD, which make it a partic-
ularly interesting representative of the broader class of
near-conformal gauge theories. These features include
slow running of the gauge coupling (a small � func-
tion) [11, 12], a reduced electroweak S parameter [13], a

slowly evolving mass anomalous dimension �m [14], and
changes to the composite spectrum including a light 0++

scalar [4, 13, 15, 16]. Although Refs. [17–19] even argue
that the 8-flavor theory may flow to a chirally symmetric
IR fixed point in the massless chiral limit, we support
the conventional wisdom that chiral symmetry appears
to break spontaneously for Nf = 8 [10–13, 15, 20]. The
8-flavor theory continues to be investigated by several lat-
tice groups in order to learn more about its low-energy
dynamics and relate it to phenomenological model build-
ing.

Here we summarize the main results from our lattice
calculations of the spectrum of the 8-flavor theory, high-
lighting the growing evidence for a light singlet scalar
0++ state. We also determine the vector (1��) and
axial-vector (1++) masses and decay constants and an-
alyze other aspects of the rich composite spectrum of
the theory, which are of phenomenological importance
in the context of searches for new resonances at the
LHC [21, 22]. When the 8-flavor theory is responsible
for electroweak symmetry breaking in models with chi-
ral electroweak couplings assigned to only one doublet
(ND = 1), we estimate that the vector meson has a physi-
cal mass of about 2 TeV and a width of roughly 450 GeV.

In the context of new strong dynamics beyond the stan-
dard model, it is important for lattice calculations to be
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FIG. 3. The pseudoscalar, vector and axial-vector decay
constants F⇡, F⇢ and Fa1 vs. the input fermion mass am.
Only statistical uncertainties are shown, within which F⇢ ⇡
Fa1 throughout the range of masses we investigate.

FIG. 4. Ratios of the Nf = 8 hadron masses divided by the
pseudoscalar decay constant F⇡ at each fermion mass am.

smallest [50], while the vector F⇢ and axial-vector Fa1 are
approximately degenerate within statistical errors. Sim-
ilar behavior was reported in Refs. [13, 28], where it was
related to reductions in the electroweak S parameter.

In Fig. 4 we plot ratios of the hadron masses divided by
F⇡, observing that all the ratios are rather independent of
the fermion mass, although some changes appear at our
lightest mass where the vector meson is above the two-
pseudoscalar threshold. We find that M⇢/F⇡ ⇡ 8 and
MN/F⇡ ⇡ 11, similar to the physical QCD ratios. In
fact, M⇢/F⇡ ⇡ 8 appears to be a generic feature of many
strongly coupled gauge theories, both IR conformal and
chirally broken [8, 15, 29–31].

Let us now specialize to models in which we assign
chiral electroweak couplings to only ND = 1 pair of the
Nf = 8 fermions. This choice sets the physical value

FIG. 5. Comparing our 8-flavor M0++ and M⇢ results with
those of the LatKMI Collaboration [4, 15, 38], using the same
reference scale

p
8t0. We plot these quantities vs. M⇡ and

include a dashed line to highlight degeneracy with the pseu-
doscalar meson. A consistent trend is clearly visible, with the
light singlet scalar 0++ state following the pseudoscalar to the
smallest masses studied so far.

of F = 246 GeV/
p
ND, and is motivated to keep the

electroweak S parameter as close as possible to its small
experimental value [13, 28]. Translating our results into
physical units by identifying F⇡ with the low-energy con-
stant F is strictly correct only in the chiral limit. We can-
not currently carry out a controlled chiral extrapolation,
in part because the e↵ects of a light 0++ scalar on the
low-energy e↵ective theory are not yet well understood
despite ongoing investigations [32–36]. If we assume that
the ratio M⇢/F⇡ shown in Fig. 4 remains relatively insen-
sitive to the fermion masses then we would end up with a
vector meson mass around 2 TeV. Similar considerations
suggest that MN and Ma1 would be around 2.7 TeV.
On the other hand, the physical 0++ mass will depend
sensitively on how long this state continues to track the
pseudoscalar whose mass must vanish in the chiral limit.
At present we can estimate 0 . M0++ . 1 TeV, and this
mass could be reduced further by interactions with the
top quark in realistic models where the strong dynamics
we study is coupled to the standard model [37].

Comparison with previous work: Some aspects of
the Nf = 8 spectrum discussed above were observed in
earlier lattice studies using di↵erent discretizations and
heavier masses [4, 13, 15, 16]. In particular, the remark-
ably light singlet scalar 0++ Higgs candidate was first
reported by Ref. [4]. The increasing evidence [3–9] that
such behavior could be a fairly generic feature of near-
conformal strong dynamics is extremely interesting from
the phenomenological point of view.

In this context the behavior of M0++ in the chiral limit
is particularly important. As a step in this direction, in
Fig. 5 we compare our results for the light meson spec-
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FIG. 2. The pion, rho, isosinglet 0++ and isomultiplet a0 scalar, axial, and nucleon mass of the light flavor spectrum in
units of F⇡. The first narrow panel shows the experimental values for QCD [28] normalized by F⇡ = 94 MeV, while the last
one corresponds to average values obtained from Nf = 12 flavor simulations [7, 16, 29, 30]. The four wider panels show the
Nf = 4 + 8 spectrum as the function of the light quark mass aFm` for amh = 0.100, 0.080, 0.060, and 0.050. If the chirally
broken Nf = 4 + 8 system triggered EWSB, F⇡ ⇡ 250 GeV would set the correct electroweak scale.

ward the IRFP. At the UV energy scale denoted by ⇤UV

the gauge coupling reaches the vicinity of the IRFP. Its
value is close to g? and changes only slowly when further
reducing the energy scale. In this regime the coupling
“walks.” If all fermions were massless, g(µ ! 0) = g?
as is indicated by the solid line in the figure. On the
other hand if some of the fermions are massive, their
mass becomes comparable to the cuto↵ at some energy
scale, denoted by ⇤IR, and they decouple. In this limit
the system behaves like a chirally broken model with N`

massless fermions. The corresponding fast running cou-
pling is denoted by the dashed blue lines in Fig. 1. The
walking range between the scales ⇤UV and ⇤IR can be
tuned by bmh, and a walking behavior in these systems
is guaranteed. The red long-dashed curve in Fig. 1 de-
scribes the case where the heavy fermions decouple before
the gauge coupling reaches the vicinity of the IRFP. This
situation can be avoided by tuning bmh ! 0 and is not
considered here.

Our numerical simulations support the expectations
outlined above. The bottom panel of Fig. 1 shows
the running coupling calculated at five di↵erent values,
bmh = 0.050, 0.060, 0.080, 0.100 and 1 (i.e. Nf = 4). We
define the energy dependent running coupling through
the Wilson flow scheme and match the scales such that
all five systems predict the same g2(µ) in the infrared
limit [31, 32]. The Nf = 4 system shows the expected
fast running, but a shoulder develops as bmh is lowered.
The dashed curves in the bottom panel of Fig. 1 indicate
regions where cuto↵ e↵ects could be significant; however,
theoretical considerations guarantee that the gauge cou-
pling takes its IRFP value as bmh ! 0. The similarity
between the top and bottom panels of Fig. 1 is strik-
ing and suggests that our simulations have entered the
walking regime. A walking gauge coupling leads to the
enhancement of the fermion condensate and is necessary

to satisfy electroweak constraints.

LATTICE SIMULATIONS AND THE HADRON
SPECTRUM

Wilson renormalization group considerations predict
that the 4+8 flavor system shows hyperscaling in the
am` = 0 chiral limit where dimensionless ratios of hadron
masses are independent of the heavy mass amh. How-
ever, these ratios have to neither match the Nf = 12 nor
the Nf = 4 flavor values. In this section we present nu-
merical results for the hadron spectrum of the Nf = 4+8
model at four di↵erent amh values.
We use staggered fermions with nHYP smeared gauge

links [33, 34] and a gauge action that is the combination
of fundamental and adjoint plaquette terms. This action
has been used in Nf = 12 flavor simulations [15, 16, 19]
and we chose the parameters for this work based on those
results. We have carried out simulations at one gauge
coupling, � = 4.0, and four di↵erent values of the mass
of the heavy flavors, amh = 0.050, 0.060, 0.080 and 0.100.
Based on the results of the finite size scaling study [19]
we expect that the three lightest values are within the
scaling regime of the IRFP, while mh = 0.100 could be
on the boundary. We chose the light fermion masses in
the range am` = 0.003 � 0.035 and the lattice volumes
vary from 243⇥48 to 483⇥96. At many (am`, amh) mass
values we consider two volumes to monitor finite volume
e↵ects. We use the Wilson flow transformation to de-
fine the lattice scale [31]. As am` ! 0 and amh ! 0,
our simulations approach the Nf = 12 conformal limit
and consequently the lattice spacing decreases, requiring
simulations on increasingly larger volumes. Since we ob-
serve significant changes in the lattice spacing both when
varying amh and am`, we present our results in terms of
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massive fermions decouple and the massless fermions break chiral symmetry. The running coupling
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We have studied a model with four light and eight heavy flavors coupled to SU(3) gauge fields
and verified the above expectations. We determined the mass of several hadronic states and found
that some of them are in the 2-3 TeV range if the scale is set by the pseudoscalar decay constant
F⇡ ⇡ 250 GeV. The 0++ scalar state behaves very di↵erently from the other hadronic states. In
most of our simulations it is nearly degenerate with the pion and we estimate its mass to be less
than half of the vector resonance mass.
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INTRODUCTION

Electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) and the na-
ture of the Higgs boson are central questions of beyond
the Standard Model (BSM) investigations. A gauge
theory exhibiting spontaneous chiral symmetry break-
ing (S�SB) may describe EWSB when coupled to the
Standard Model. In such a system three of the massless
Goldstone pions become the longitudinal component of
the W± and Z bosons, while all other hadronic states
appear as experimentally observable excitations in the
spectrum. The physical energy scale is set by match-
ing the decay constant of the pseudoscalar (pion) to the
vacuum expectation value of the EWSB, i.e. F⇡ ⇡ 250
GeV. BSM theories based on this construction are par-
ticularly interesting as they predict several resonances
around 2-3 TeV, an energy range accessible at the LHC.
The lightest vector meson state in our model is close to
2 TeV and could correspond to the recently reported res-
onance [1]. These theories are based on similar concepts
originally introduced in the context of technicolor [2–5].
Phenomenologically viable models must have properties
quite di↵erent from QCD, suggesting they are likely near
the conformal boundary. Recent lattice simulations with
many fundamental flavors or with fermions in higher rep-
resentations have indeed revealed non-QCD-like proper-
ties [6–11].

A composite BSM model with two massless fermions
generates the required three Goldstone bosons. If the
number of fermions is larger than two, as is the case
in systems with fundamental flavors near the conformal
boundary, the additional massless pseudoscalars have to
acquire mass. While the precise mechanism of this could
be complicated, for an e↵ective description one can sim-
ply add a mass term to the additional fermion flavors.
In a model with Nf fermions one would keep N` = 2

flavors massless and make Nh = Nf �N` fermions mas-
sive. That way, the system will have only three massless
Goldstone bosons in the infrared limit, yet the additional
flavors will have an influence on the spectrum.

When the total number of fermions increases above a
critical value, the system crosses the conformal bound-
ary. The infrared properties are now characterized by
a non-perturbative infrared fixed point (IRFP). Never-
theless the construction proposed above works just the
same. Lifting the masses of all but N` = 2 flavors will
lead to S�SB with three massless Goldstone bosons in
the infrared limit. The presence of the conformal IRFP
influences both the running of the gauge coupling and the
spectrum. The idea to give mass to some of the flavors
studied was previously discussed in Ref. [12] and a sim-
ilar construction, though with di↵erent phenomenology,
has been proposed e.g. in Refs. [13] and [14].

In this paper we investigate the properties of such a
system, based on the Nf = 12 conformal model [15–20].
We lift the masses of Nh = 8 fermions (heavy flavors) and
keep N` = 4 flavors light. This choice is motivated by the
lattice action we use in our simulations but a chirally bro-
ken model with four light flavors also has phenomenolog-
ical relevance. An example is the composite two Higgs-
doublet model of Ref. [21] that assumes four light flavors
and the Higgs bosons emerge as pseudo-Goldstone states.
More commonly discussed models feature two massless
fermions in the chiral limit and thus require simulations
with N` = 2. Our choice is, however, su�cient to investi-
gate general properties of mass split systems. By chang-
ing mh from zero to 1, our model interpolates between
the conformal 12-flavor and the chirally broken 4-flavor
systems. If mh > 0, chiral symmetry is spontaneously
broken. In the next section, we deduce that the hadron
spectrum of the light flavors shows hyperscaling in mh

assuming mh is in the scaling regime of the IRFP and
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We present results for the spectrum of a strongly interacting SU(3) gauge theory with Nf = 8 light
fermions in the fundamental representation. Carrying out non-perturbative lattice calculations at
the lightest masses and largest volumes considered to date, we confirm the existence of a remarkably
light singlet scalar particle. We explore the rich resonance spectrum of the 8-flavor theory in the
context of the search for new physics beyond the standard model at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC). Connecting our results to models of dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking, we estimate
the vector resonance mass to be about 2 TeV with a width of roughly 450 GeV, and predict additional
resonances with masses below ⇠3 TeV.

PACS numbers: 11.15.Ha, 11.30.Qc, 12.60.Nz, 12.60.Rc

Introduction: Electroweak symmetry breaking
through new strong dynamics provides a potential mech-
anism to produce a composite scalar particle consistent
with the Higgs boson discovered at the LHC [1, 2]. Non-
perturbative lattice calculations are a crucial tool to
study relevant strongly interacting gauge theories, which
must di↵er qualitatively from quantum chromodynam-
ics (QCD) in order to remain phenomenologically viable.
In recent years lattice investigations have begun to ex-
plore novel near-conformal strong dynamics that emerge
upon enlarging the light fermion content of such sys-
tems. Of particular significance is increasing evidence
from this work [3–9] that such near-conformal dynamics
might generically give rise to scalar (0++) Higgs candi-
dates far lighter than the analogous f0 meson of QCD.
(See also the recent review [10] and references therein.)

A straightforward way to enlarge the fermion content is
to increase the number Nf of light fermions transform-
ing under the fundamental representation of the gauge
group SU(3). Previous lattice studies have identified the
case of Nf = 8 as a system that exhibits several fea-
tures quite distinct from QCD, which make it a partic-
ularly interesting representative of the broader class of
near-conformal gauge theories. These features include
slow running of the gauge coupling (a small � func-
tion) [11, 12], a reduced electroweak S parameter [13], a

slowly evolving mass anomalous dimension �m [14], and
changes to the composite spectrum including a light 0++

scalar [4, 13, 15, 16]. Although Refs. [17–19] even argue
that the 8-flavor theory may flow to a chirally symmetric
IR fixed point in the massless chiral limit, we support
the conventional wisdom that chiral symmetry appears
to break spontaneously for Nf = 8 [10–13, 15, 20]. The
8-flavor theory continues to be investigated by several lat-
tice groups in order to learn more about its low-energy
dynamics and relate it to phenomenological model build-
ing.

Here we summarize the main results from our lattice
calculations of the spectrum of the 8-flavor theory, high-
lighting the growing evidence for a light singlet scalar
0++ state. We also determine the vector (1��) and
axial-vector (1++) masses and decay constants and an-
alyze other aspects of the rich composite spectrum of
the theory, which are of phenomenological importance
in the context of searches for new resonances at the
LHC [21, 22]. When the 8-flavor theory is responsible
for electroweak symmetry breaking in models with chi-
ral electroweak couplings assigned to only one doublet
(ND = 1), we estimate that the vector meson has a physi-
cal mass of about 2 TeV and a width of roughly 450 GeV.

In the context of new strong dynamics beyond the stan-
dard model, it is important for lattice calculations to be
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FIG. 3. The pseudoscalar, vector and axial-vector decay
constants F⇡, F⇢ and Fa1 vs. the input fermion mass am.
Only statistical uncertainties are shown, within which F⇢ ⇡
Fa1 throughout the range of masses we investigate.

FIG. 4. Ratios of the Nf = 8 hadron masses divided by the
pseudoscalar decay constant F⇡ at each fermion mass am.

smallest [50], while the vector F⇢ and axial-vector Fa1 are
approximately degenerate within statistical errors. Sim-
ilar behavior was reported in Refs. [13, 28], where it was
related to reductions in the electroweak S parameter.

In Fig. 4 we plot ratios of the hadron masses divided by
F⇡, observing that all the ratios are rather independent of
the fermion mass, although some changes appear at our
lightest mass where the vector meson is above the two-
pseudoscalar threshold. We find that M⇢/F⇡ ⇡ 8 and
MN/F⇡ ⇡ 11, similar to the physical QCD ratios. In
fact, M⇢/F⇡ ⇡ 8 appears to be a generic feature of many
strongly coupled gauge theories, both IR conformal and
chirally broken [8, 15, 29–31].

Let us now specialize to models in which we assign
chiral electroweak couplings to only ND = 1 pair of the
Nf = 8 fermions. This choice sets the physical value

FIG. 5. Comparing our 8-flavor M0++ and M⇢ results with
those of the LatKMI Collaboration [4, 15, 38], using the same
reference scale

p
8t0. We plot these quantities vs. M⇡ and

include a dashed line to highlight degeneracy with the pseu-
doscalar meson. A consistent trend is clearly visible, with the
light singlet scalar 0++ state following the pseudoscalar to the
smallest masses studied so far.

of F = 246 GeV/
p
ND, and is motivated to keep the

electroweak S parameter as close as possible to its small
experimental value [13, 28]. Translating our results into
physical units by identifying F⇡ with the low-energy con-
stant F is strictly correct only in the chiral limit. We can-
not currently carry out a controlled chiral extrapolation,
in part because the e↵ects of a light 0++ scalar on the
low-energy e↵ective theory are not yet well understood
despite ongoing investigations [32–36]. If we assume that
the ratio M⇢/F⇡ shown in Fig. 4 remains relatively insen-
sitive to the fermion masses then we would end up with a
vector meson mass around 2 TeV. Similar considerations
suggest that MN and Ma1 would be around 2.7 TeV.
On the other hand, the physical 0++ mass will depend
sensitively on how long this state continues to track the
pseudoscalar whose mass must vanish in the chiral limit.
At present we can estimate 0 . M0++ . 1 TeV, and this
mass could be reduced further by interactions with the
top quark in realistic models where the strong dynamics
we study is coupled to the standard model [37].

Comparison with previous work: Some aspects of
the Nf = 8 spectrum discussed above were observed in
earlier lattice studies using di↵erent discretizations and
heavier masses [4, 13, 15, 16]. In particular, the remark-
ably light singlet scalar 0++ Higgs candidate was first
reported by Ref. [4]. The increasing evidence [3–9] that
such behavior could be a fairly generic feature of near-
conformal strong dynamics is extremely interesting from
the phenomenological point of view.

In this context the behavior of M0++ in the chiral limit
is particularly important. As a step in this direction, in
Fig. 5 we compare our results for the light meson spec-
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FIG. 2. The pion, rho, isosinglet 0++ and isomultiplet a0 scalar, axial, and nucleon mass of the light flavor spectrum in
units of F⇡. The first narrow panel shows the experimental values for QCD [28] normalized by F⇡ = 94 MeV, while the last
one corresponds to average values obtained from Nf = 12 flavor simulations [7, 16, 29, 30]. The four wider panels show the
Nf = 4 + 8 spectrum as the function of the light quark mass aFm` for amh = 0.100, 0.080, 0.060, and 0.050. If the chirally
broken Nf = 4 + 8 system triggered EWSB, F⇡ ⇡ 250 GeV would set the correct electroweak scale.

ward the IRFP. At the UV energy scale denoted by ⇤UV

the gauge coupling reaches the vicinity of the IRFP. Its
value is close to g? and changes only slowly when further
reducing the energy scale. In this regime the coupling
“walks.” If all fermions were massless, g(µ ! 0) = g?
as is indicated by the solid line in the figure. On the
other hand if some of the fermions are massive, their
mass becomes comparable to the cuto↵ at some energy
scale, denoted by ⇤IR, and they decouple. In this limit
the system behaves like a chirally broken model with N`

massless fermions. The corresponding fast running cou-
pling is denoted by the dashed blue lines in Fig. 1. The
walking range between the scales ⇤UV and ⇤IR can be
tuned by bmh, and a walking behavior in these systems
is guaranteed. The red long-dashed curve in Fig. 1 de-
scribes the case where the heavy fermions decouple before
the gauge coupling reaches the vicinity of the IRFP. This
situation can be avoided by tuning bmh ! 0 and is not
considered here.

Our numerical simulations support the expectations
outlined above. The bottom panel of Fig. 1 shows
the running coupling calculated at five di↵erent values,
bmh = 0.050, 0.060, 0.080, 0.100 and 1 (i.e. Nf = 4). We
define the energy dependent running coupling through
the Wilson flow scheme and match the scales such that
all five systems predict the same g2(µ) in the infrared
limit [31, 32]. The Nf = 4 system shows the expected
fast running, but a shoulder develops as bmh is lowered.
The dashed curves in the bottom panel of Fig. 1 indicate
regions where cuto↵ e↵ects could be significant; however,
theoretical considerations guarantee that the gauge cou-
pling takes its IRFP value as bmh ! 0. The similarity
between the top and bottom panels of Fig. 1 is strik-
ing and suggests that our simulations have entered the
walking regime. A walking gauge coupling leads to the
enhancement of the fermion condensate and is necessary

to satisfy electroweak constraints.

LATTICE SIMULATIONS AND THE HADRON
SPECTRUM

Wilson renormalization group considerations predict
that the 4+8 flavor system shows hyperscaling in the
am` = 0 chiral limit where dimensionless ratios of hadron
masses are independent of the heavy mass amh. How-
ever, these ratios have to neither match the Nf = 12 nor
the Nf = 4 flavor values. In this section we present nu-
merical results for the hadron spectrum of the Nf = 4+8
model at four di↵erent amh values.
We use staggered fermions with nHYP smeared gauge

links [33, 34] and a gauge action that is the combination
of fundamental and adjoint plaquette terms. This action
has been used in Nf = 12 flavor simulations [15, 16, 19]
and we chose the parameters for this work based on those
results. We have carried out simulations at one gauge
coupling, � = 4.0, and four di↵erent values of the mass
of the heavy flavors, amh = 0.050, 0.060, 0.080 and 0.100.
Based on the results of the finite size scaling study [19]
we expect that the three lightest values are within the
scaling regime of the IRFP, while mh = 0.100 could be
on the boundary. We chose the light fermion masses in
the range am` = 0.003 � 0.035 and the lattice volumes
vary from 243⇥48 to 483⇥96. At many (am`, amh) mass
values we consider two volumes to monitor finite volume
e↵ects. We use the Wilson flow transformation to de-
fine the lattice scale [31]. As am` ! 0 and amh ! 0,
our simulations approach the Nf = 12 conformal limit
and consequently the lattice spacing decreases, requiring
simulations on increasingly larger volumes. Since we ob-
serve significant changes in the lattice spacing both when
varying amh and am`, we present our results in terms of
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We propose to construct a chirally broken model based on the infrared fixed point of a conformal
system by raising the mass of some flavors while keeping the others massless. In the infrared limit the
massive fermions decouple and the massless fermions break chiral symmetry. The running coupling
of this system “walks” and the energy range of walking can be tuned by the mass of the heavy
flavors. Renormalization group considerations predict that the spectrum of such a system shows
hyperscaling.

We have studied a model with four light and eight heavy flavors coupled to SU(3) gauge fields
and verified the above expectations. We determined the mass of several hadronic states and found
that some of them are in the 2-3 TeV range if the scale is set by the pseudoscalar decay constant
F⇡ ⇡ 250 GeV. The 0++ scalar state behaves very di↵erently from the other hadronic states. In
most of our simulations it is nearly degenerate with the pion and we estimate its mass to be less
than half of the vector resonance mass.

PACS numbers: 11.15.Ha, 12.60.Rc

INTRODUCTION

Electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) and the na-
ture of the Higgs boson are central questions of beyond
the Standard Model (BSM) investigations. A gauge
theory exhibiting spontaneous chiral symmetry break-
ing (S�SB) may describe EWSB when coupled to the
Standard Model. In such a system three of the massless
Goldstone pions become the longitudinal component of
the W± and Z bosons, while all other hadronic states
appear as experimentally observable excitations in the
spectrum. The physical energy scale is set by match-
ing the decay constant of the pseudoscalar (pion) to the
vacuum expectation value of the EWSB, i.e. F⇡ ⇡ 250
GeV. BSM theories based on this construction are par-
ticularly interesting as they predict several resonances
around 2-3 TeV, an energy range accessible at the LHC.
The lightest vector meson state in our model is close to
2 TeV and could correspond to the recently reported res-
onance [1]. These theories are based on similar concepts
originally introduced in the context of technicolor [2–5].
Phenomenologically viable models must have properties
quite di↵erent from QCD, suggesting they are likely near
the conformal boundary. Recent lattice simulations with
many fundamental flavors or with fermions in higher rep-
resentations have indeed revealed non-QCD-like proper-
ties [6–11].

A composite BSM model with two massless fermions
generates the required three Goldstone bosons. If the
number of fermions is larger than two, as is the case
in systems with fundamental flavors near the conformal
boundary, the additional massless pseudoscalars have to
acquire mass. While the precise mechanism of this could
be complicated, for an e↵ective description one can sim-
ply add a mass term to the additional fermion flavors.
In a model with Nf fermions one would keep N` = 2

flavors massless and make Nh = Nf �N` fermions mas-
sive. That way, the system will have only three massless
Goldstone bosons in the infrared limit, yet the additional
flavors will have an influence on the spectrum.

When the total number of fermions increases above a
critical value, the system crosses the conformal bound-
ary. The infrared properties are now characterized by
a non-perturbative infrared fixed point (IRFP). Never-
theless the construction proposed above works just the
same. Lifting the masses of all but N` = 2 flavors will
lead to S�SB with three massless Goldstone bosons in
the infrared limit. The presence of the conformal IRFP
influences both the running of the gauge coupling and the
spectrum. The idea to give mass to some of the flavors
studied was previously discussed in Ref. [12] and a sim-
ilar construction, though with di↵erent phenomenology,
has been proposed e.g. in Refs. [13] and [14].

In this paper we investigate the properties of such a
system, based on the Nf = 12 conformal model [15–20].
We lift the masses of Nh = 8 fermions (heavy flavors) and
keep N` = 4 flavors light. This choice is motivated by the
lattice action we use in our simulations but a chirally bro-
ken model with four light flavors also has phenomenolog-
ical relevance. An example is the composite two Higgs-
doublet model of Ref. [21] that assumes four light flavors
and the Higgs bosons emerge as pseudo-Goldstone states.
More commonly discussed models feature two massless
fermions in the chiral limit and thus require simulations
with N` = 2. Our choice is, however, su�cient to investi-
gate general properties of mass split systems. By chang-
ing mh from zero to 1, our model interpolates between
the conformal 12-flavor and the chirally broken 4-flavor
systems. If mh > 0, chiral symmetry is spontaneously
broken. In the next section, we deduce that the hadron
spectrum of the light flavors shows hyperscaling in mh

assuming mh is in the scaling regime of the IRFP and
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We present results for the spectrum of a strongly interacting SU(3) gauge theory with Nf = 8 light
fermions in the fundamental representation. Carrying out non-perturbative lattice calculations at
the lightest masses and largest volumes considered to date, we confirm the existence of a remarkably
light singlet scalar particle. We explore the rich resonance spectrum of the 8-flavor theory in the
context of the search for new physics beyond the standard model at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC). Connecting our results to models of dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking, we estimate
the vector resonance mass to be about 2 TeV with a width of roughly 450 GeV, and predict additional
resonances with masses below ⇠3 TeV.

PACS numbers: 11.15.Ha, 11.30.Qc, 12.60.Nz, 12.60.Rc

Introduction: Electroweak symmetry breaking
through new strong dynamics provides a potential mech-
anism to produce a composite scalar particle consistent
with the Higgs boson discovered at the LHC [1, 2]. Non-
perturbative lattice calculations are a crucial tool to
study relevant strongly interacting gauge theories, which
must di↵er qualitatively from quantum chromodynam-
ics (QCD) in order to remain phenomenologically viable.
In recent years lattice investigations have begun to ex-
plore novel near-conformal strong dynamics that emerge
upon enlarging the light fermion content of such sys-
tems. Of particular significance is increasing evidence
from this work [3–9] that such near-conformal dynamics
might generically give rise to scalar (0++) Higgs candi-
dates far lighter than the analogous f0 meson of QCD.
(See also the recent review [10] and references therein.)

A straightforward way to enlarge the fermion content is
to increase the number Nf of light fermions transform-
ing under the fundamental representation of the gauge
group SU(3). Previous lattice studies have identified the
case of Nf = 8 as a system that exhibits several fea-
tures quite distinct from QCD, which make it a partic-
ularly interesting representative of the broader class of
near-conformal gauge theories. These features include
slow running of the gauge coupling (a small � func-
tion) [11, 12], a reduced electroweak S parameter [13], a

slowly evolving mass anomalous dimension �m [14], and
changes to the composite spectrum including a light 0++

scalar [4, 13, 15, 16]. Although Refs. [17–19] even argue
that the 8-flavor theory may flow to a chirally symmetric
IR fixed point in the massless chiral limit, we support
the conventional wisdom that chiral symmetry appears
to break spontaneously for Nf = 8 [10–13, 15, 20]. The
8-flavor theory continues to be investigated by several lat-
tice groups in order to learn more about its low-energy
dynamics and relate it to phenomenological model build-
ing.

Here we summarize the main results from our lattice
calculations of the spectrum of the 8-flavor theory, high-
lighting the growing evidence for a light singlet scalar
0++ state. We also determine the vector (1��) and
axial-vector (1++) masses and decay constants and an-
alyze other aspects of the rich composite spectrum of
the theory, which are of phenomenological importance
in the context of searches for new resonances at the
LHC [21, 22]. When the 8-flavor theory is responsible
for electroweak symmetry breaking in models with chi-
ral electroweak couplings assigned to only one doublet
(ND = 1), we estimate that the vector meson has a physi-
cal mass of about 2 TeV and a width of roughly 450 GeV.

In the context of new strong dynamics beyond the stan-
dard model, it is important for lattice calculations to be
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FIG. 3. The pseudoscalar, vector and axial-vector decay
constants F⇡, F⇢ and Fa1 vs. the input fermion mass am.
Only statistical uncertainties are shown, within which F⇢ ⇡
Fa1 throughout the range of masses we investigate.

FIG. 4. Ratios of the Nf = 8 hadron masses divided by the
pseudoscalar decay constant F⇡ at each fermion mass am.

smallest [50], while the vector F⇢ and axial-vector Fa1 are
approximately degenerate within statistical errors. Sim-
ilar behavior was reported in Refs. [13, 28], where it was
related to reductions in the electroweak S parameter.

In Fig. 4 we plot ratios of the hadron masses divided by
F⇡, observing that all the ratios are rather independent of
the fermion mass, although some changes appear at our
lightest mass where the vector meson is above the two-
pseudoscalar threshold. We find that M⇢/F⇡ ⇡ 8 and
MN/F⇡ ⇡ 11, similar to the physical QCD ratios. In
fact, M⇢/F⇡ ⇡ 8 appears to be a generic feature of many
strongly coupled gauge theories, both IR conformal and
chirally broken [8, 15, 29–31].

Let us now specialize to models in which we assign
chiral electroweak couplings to only ND = 1 pair of the
Nf = 8 fermions. This choice sets the physical value

FIG. 5. Comparing our 8-flavor M0++ and M⇢ results with
those of the LatKMI Collaboration [4, 15, 38], using the same
reference scale

p
8t0. We plot these quantities vs. M⇡ and

include a dashed line to highlight degeneracy with the pseu-
doscalar meson. A consistent trend is clearly visible, with the
light singlet scalar 0++ state following the pseudoscalar to the
smallest masses studied so far.

of F = 246 GeV/
p
ND, and is motivated to keep the

electroweak S parameter as close as possible to its small
experimental value [13, 28]. Translating our results into
physical units by identifying F⇡ with the low-energy con-
stant F is strictly correct only in the chiral limit. We can-
not currently carry out a controlled chiral extrapolation,
in part because the e↵ects of a light 0++ scalar on the
low-energy e↵ective theory are not yet well understood
despite ongoing investigations [32–36]. If we assume that
the ratio M⇢/F⇡ shown in Fig. 4 remains relatively insen-
sitive to the fermion masses then we would end up with a
vector meson mass around 2 TeV. Similar considerations
suggest that MN and Ma1 would be around 2.7 TeV.
On the other hand, the physical 0++ mass will depend
sensitively on how long this state continues to track the
pseudoscalar whose mass must vanish in the chiral limit.
At present we can estimate 0 . M0++ . 1 TeV, and this
mass could be reduced further by interactions with the
top quark in realistic models where the strong dynamics
we study is coupled to the standard model [37].

Comparison with previous work: Some aspects of
the Nf = 8 spectrum discussed above were observed in
earlier lattice studies using di↵erent discretizations and
heavier masses [4, 13, 15, 16]. In particular, the remark-
ably light singlet scalar 0++ Higgs candidate was first
reported by Ref. [4]. The increasing evidence [3–9] that
such behavior could be a fairly generic feature of near-
conformal strong dynamics is extremely interesting from
the phenomenological point of view.

In this context the behavior of M0++ in the chiral limit
is particularly important. As a step in this direction, in
Fig. 5 we compare our results for the light meson spec-
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FIG. 2. The pion, rho, isosinglet 0++ and isomultiplet a0 scalar, axial, and nucleon mass of the light flavor spectrum in
units of F⇡. The first narrow panel shows the experimental values for QCD [28] normalized by F⇡ = 94 MeV, while the last
one corresponds to average values obtained from Nf = 12 flavor simulations [7, 16, 29, 30]. The four wider panels show the
Nf = 4 + 8 spectrum as the function of the light quark mass aFm` for amh = 0.100, 0.080, 0.060, and 0.050. If the chirally
broken Nf = 4 + 8 system triggered EWSB, F⇡ ⇡ 250 GeV would set the correct electroweak scale.

ward the IRFP. At the UV energy scale denoted by ⇤UV

the gauge coupling reaches the vicinity of the IRFP. Its
value is close to g? and changes only slowly when further
reducing the energy scale. In this regime the coupling
“walks.” If all fermions were massless, g(µ ! 0) = g?
as is indicated by the solid line in the figure. On the
other hand if some of the fermions are massive, their
mass becomes comparable to the cuto↵ at some energy
scale, denoted by ⇤IR, and they decouple. In this limit
the system behaves like a chirally broken model with N`

massless fermions. The corresponding fast running cou-
pling is denoted by the dashed blue lines in Fig. 1. The
walking range between the scales ⇤UV and ⇤IR can be
tuned by bmh, and a walking behavior in these systems
is guaranteed. The red long-dashed curve in Fig. 1 de-
scribes the case where the heavy fermions decouple before
the gauge coupling reaches the vicinity of the IRFP. This
situation can be avoided by tuning bmh ! 0 and is not
considered here.

Our numerical simulations support the expectations
outlined above. The bottom panel of Fig. 1 shows
the running coupling calculated at five di↵erent values,
bmh = 0.050, 0.060, 0.080, 0.100 and 1 (i.e. Nf = 4). We
define the energy dependent running coupling through
the Wilson flow scheme and match the scales such that
all five systems predict the same g2(µ) in the infrared
limit [31, 32]. The Nf = 4 system shows the expected
fast running, but a shoulder develops as bmh is lowered.
The dashed curves in the bottom panel of Fig. 1 indicate
regions where cuto↵ e↵ects could be significant; however,
theoretical considerations guarantee that the gauge cou-
pling takes its IRFP value as bmh ! 0. The similarity
between the top and bottom panels of Fig. 1 is strik-
ing and suggests that our simulations have entered the
walking regime. A walking gauge coupling leads to the
enhancement of the fermion condensate and is necessary

to satisfy electroweak constraints.

LATTICE SIMULATIONS AND THE HADRON
SPECTRUM

Wilson renormalization group considerations predict
that the 4+8 flavor system shows hyperscaling in the
am` = 0 chiral limit where dimensionless ratios of hadron
masses are independent of the heavy mass amh. How-
ever, these ratios have to neither match the Nf = 12 nor
the Nf = 4 flavor values. In this section we present nu-
merical results for the hadron spectrum of the Nf = 4+8
model at four di↵erent amh values.
We use staggered fermions with nHYP smeared gauge

links [33, 34] and a gauge action that is the combination
of fundamental and adjoint plaquette terms. This action
has been used in Nf = 12 flavor simulations [15, 16, 19]
and we chose the parameters for this work based on those
results. We have carried out simulations at one gauge
coupling, � = 4.0, and four di↵erent values of the mass
of the heavy flavors, amh = 0.050, 0.060, 0.080 and 0.100.
Based on the results of the finite size scaling study [19]
we expect that the three lightest values are within the
scaling regime of the IRFP, while mh = 0.100 could be
on the boundary. We chose the light fermion masses in
the range am` = 0.003 � 0.035 and the lattice volumes
vary from 243⇥48 to 483⇥96. At many (am`, amh) mass
values we consider two volumes to monitor finite volume
e↵ects. We use the Wilson flow transformation to de-
fine the lattice scale [31]. As am` ! 0 and amh ! 0,
our simulations approach the Nf = 12 conformal limit
and consequently the lattice spacing decreases, requiring
simulations on increasingly larger volumes. Since we ob-
serve significant changes in the lattice spacing both when
varying amh and am`, we present our results in terms of
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We propose to construct a chirally broken model based on the infrared fixed point of a conformal
system by raising the mass of some flavors while keeping the others massless. In the infrared limit the
massive fermions decouple and the massless fermions break chiral symmetry. The running coupling
of this system “walks” and the energy range of walking can be tuned by the mass of the heavy
flavors. Renormalization group considerations predict that the spectrum of such a system shows
hyperscaling.

We have studied a model with four light and eight heavy flavors coupled to SU(3) gauge fields
and verified the above expectations. We determined the mass of several hadronic states and found
that some of them are in the 2-3 TeV range if the scale is set by the pseudoscalar decay constant
F⇡ ⇡ 250 GeV. The 0++ scalar state behaves very di↵erently from the other hadronic states. In
most of our simulations it is nearly degenerate with the pion and we estimate its mass to be less
than half of the vector resonance mass.
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INTRODUCTION

Electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) and the na-
ture of the Higgs boson are central questions of beyond
the Standard Model (BSM) investigations. A gauge
theory exhibiting spontaneous chiral symmetry break-
ing (S�SB) may describe EWSB when coupled to the
Standard Model. In such a system three of the massless
Goldstone pions become the longitudinal component of
the W± and Z bosons, while all other hadronic states
appear as experimentally observable excitations in the
spectrum. The physical energy scale is set by match-
ing the decay constant of the pseudoscalar (pion) to the
vacuum expectation value of the EWSB, i.e. F⇡ ⇡ 250
GeV. BSM theories based on this construction are par-
ticularly interesting as they predict several resonances
around 2-3 TeV, an energy range accessible at the LHC.
The lightest vector meson state in our model is close to
2 TeV and could correspond to the recently reported res-
onance [1]. These theories are based on similar concepts
originally introduced in the context of technicolor [2–5].
Phenomenologically viable models must have properties
quite di↵erent from QCD, suggesting they are likely near
the conformal boundary. Recent lattice simulations with
many fundamental flavors or with fermions in higher rep-
resentations have indeed revealed non-QCD-like proper-
ties [6–11].

A composite BSM model with two massless fermions
generates the required three Goldstone bosons. If the
number of fermions is larger than two, as is the case
in systems with fundamental flavors near the conformal
boundary, the additional massless pseudoscalars have to
acquire mass. While the precise mechanism of this could
be complicated, for an e↵ective description one can sim-
ply add a mass term to the additional fermion flavors.
In a model with Nf fermions one would keep N` = 2

flavors massless and make Nh = Nf �N` fermions mas-
sive. That way, the system will have only three massless
Goldstone bosons in the infrared limit, yet the additional
flavors will have an influence on the spectrum.

When the total number of fermions increases above a
critical value, the system crosses the conformal bound-
ary. The infrared properties are now characterized by
a non-perturbative infrared fixed point (IRFP). Never-
theless the construction proposed above works just the
same. Lifting the masses of all but N` = 2 flavors will
lead to S�SB with three massless Goldstone bosons in
the infrared limit. The presence of the conformal IRFP
influences both the running of the gauge coupling and the
spectrum. The idea to give mass to some of the flavors
studied was previously discussed in Ref. [12] and a sim-
ilar construction, though with di↵erent phenomenology,
has been proposed e.g. in Refs. [13] and [14].

In this paper we investigate the properties of such a
system, based on the Nf = 12 conformal model [15–20].
We lift the masses of Nh = 8 fermions (heavy flavors) and
keep N` = 4 flavors light. This choice is motivated by the
lattice action we use in our simulations but a chirally bro-
ken model with four light flavors also has phenomenolog-
ical relevance. An example is the composite two Higgs-
doublet model of Ref. [21] that assumes four light flavors
and the Higgs bosons emerge as pseudo-Goldstone states.
More commonly discussed models feature two massless
fermions in the chiral limit and thus require simulations
with N` = 2. Our choice is, however, su�cient to investi-
gate general properties of mass split systems. By chang-
ing mh from zero to 1, our model interpolates between
the conformal 12-flavor and the chirally broken 4-flavor
systems. If mh > 0, chiral symmetry is spontaneously
broken. In the next section, we deduce that the hadron
spectrum of the light flavors shows hyperscaling in mh

assuming mh is in the scaling regime of the IRFP and
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Conformal breaking in AdS5 due to mass running below the BF bound
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● We regularize the IR with a brane, and include the 
metric back-reaction from the tachyon: 
          ☛ Necessary to understand the dilaton/radion mass
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To understand better the model, 
Lets consider a 5D scalar just a little bit below the BF bound:

            M2 = -4-ϵ   &   ϵ→0

4D Massless mode for a critical position of the brane zIR=zc:

☛ Tachyon mode for zIR>zc

2.2 The tachyon solution

The non-zero profile for � will be taken to be along the � = |�s| direction, whose 5D Lagrangian
is given by

L� =
1

2
NF


(@M�)2 �M

2

�

�

2 +
1

2
��

4

�
+ �

2 TrA2

M , � ⌘ �

1

+NF�2

, (12)

where AM = (LM �RM)/
p
2 are the axial-vector gauge bosons that will get masses from their

coupling to �. Notice that the presence of a factor NF in front the Lagrangian means that the
couplings of � are suppressed by 1/NF with respect to those of the other fields, as expected in
strongly-coupled theories in the large Nc ⇠ NF limit.

Let us start considering the case in which ✏(z) in Eq. (8) is constant, ✏(z) ⌘ ✏ > 0. Since
we will be interested in the solution close to the conformal transition, we will take the limit
✏ ! 0. Therefore the solution for � only depends on z

IR

, � and mb. At the UV-boundary we
will impose � = 0, otherwise we would be breaking the chiral symmetry from UV-physics (as
adding an explicit mass term to the quarks in the dual theory). 2 On the other hand, at the
IR-boundary, we must impose the boundary condition determined by the model above:

z

IR

@

5

�|zIR = �m

2

b�|zIR . (13)

This boundary condition however cannot be satisfied for all values of z

IR

(unless � = 0),
meaning that the tachyon can only turn on if the IR-boundary is beyond some critical value,
z

IR

> z

c
IR

. It is easy to find this value zc
IR

, just by looking for the place where the IR-boundary
must be placed in order to have a 4D massless mode. For this to happen, the wave-function of
this massless mode must satisfy the linearized bulk EOM with p

2 = 0. We obtain

�(z) = Az

2 sin

✓p
✏ ln

z

z

UV

◆
, (14)

where A is a normalization constant, and where the IR-boundary condition Eq. (13) at z
IR

= z

c
IR

leads to p
✏ ln

z

c
IR

z

UV

= n⇡ , n = 1, 2, ... , (15)

after taking the formal limit ✏ ! 0 (and z

UV

! 0). The presence of n solutions is a well-known
feature of this configurations, and it is associated to the existence of Efimov states. We will be
considering n = 1, that will give us the global minimum, being the other possibilities just local
minima.

For z
IR

> z

c
IR

, the above massless mode will have a negative mass, becoming a tachyon, and
then getting a nonzero profile and triggering the breaking of conformal and chiral symmetry
breaking. We can distinguish two di↵erent situations:

2Imposing a di↵erent boundary condition, such as z@5�|zUV / �|zUV , would lead to the same prediction in
the limit ✏ ! 0 (zUV ! 0).

6

n=1        ground state

n=2,3,… Efimov states

p
✏ ln

zc
zUV

= n⇡
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(the model has a discrete scale invariance) 

zIR = zc



A Tale of two 4D scalars:  tachyon & dilaton
of the model as a perturbation. We find
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and the quartic �� ⇠ � and �D ⇠. Neglecting for simplicity Taking for simplicity the limit
m

2 ! 0, we have that the minimum

ln�D = �1

4
(1 +

q
1� 16�D/(���)) (31)
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Integrating out the tachyon 
☛ Coleman-Weinberg-like potential for the dilaton

For   zIR≃ zc:

tachyon VEV ≳ dilaton VEV   
(not supporting arXiv:1804.00004) 

boundary mass

m2
�D
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This suggests that the light scalar found in lattice simulations could not be a dilaton (a
glueball) but mostly a meson scalar qq̄, with its lightness arising from the fact that Dim[qq̄]⇠ 2.
Another prediction from the holographic model is the small mass splitting between adjoin and
singlet in the vector and axial-vector sector. It would be interesting to check this prediction
from lattice simulations.
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A E↵ective potential of a tachyon and a dilaton

When both tachyon and dilaton masses are smaller than 1/z
IR

, we can more easily understand
the physics of the system by just looking to the e↵ective theory for these two modes. By
working close to the critical point, z

IR

& z

c
IR

, we can obtain the masses and quartic couplings
of the model as a perturbation. We find
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where �D ⌘ 1/z
IR

is the dilaton and � the tachyon and for �D  µc ⌘ 1/zc
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we have
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while quartic �� ⇠ � has a mild dependence on m

2

b , and �D ⇠ �⇤b. The tachyon gives a
non-trivial potential for the dilaton with a minimum at
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●
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●

For zIR>>zc,  we need to solve the full 5D theory:

CFT1

CFT2

z2 sin[(
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�M2
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]

z z

zIR zIRz𝝌
chiral breaking scale >> confinement scale

more free 
to move

Expected minimum for z𝝌 ~ zIR (but enough parameters to be anywhere)
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2 = 1<latexit sha1_base64="J2ArlzokODs9F4OMEU53zS/R3uo=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkpSBL0IRS8eK9gPaGLZbDft0s0m7G6EGvpLvHhQxKs/xZv/xk2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCDhTGnH+bZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t5+1T447Kg4lYS2Scxj2QuwopwJ2tZMc9pLJMVRwGk3mNzkfveRSsVica+nCfUjPBIsZARrIw3sqheEyJvgJMEPjSu3MrBrTt2ZA60StyA1KNAa2F/eMCZpRIUmHCvVd51E+xmWmhFOZxUvVTTBZIJHtG+owBFVfjY/fIZOjTJEYSxNCY3m6u+JDEdKTaPAdEZYj9Wyl4v/ef1Uh5d+xkSSairIYlGYcqRjlKeAhkxSovnUEEwkM7ciMsYSE22yykNwl19eJZ1G3XXq7t15rXldxFGGYziBM3DhAppwCy1oA4EUnuEV3qwn68V6tz4WrSWrmDmCP7A+fwD08pH2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J2ArlzokODs9F4OMEU53zS/R3uo=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkpSBL0IRS8eK9gPaGLZbDft0s0m7G6EGvpLvHhQxKs/xZv/xk2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCDhTGnH+bZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t5+1T447Kg4lYS2Scxj2QuwopwJ2tZMc9pLJMVRwGk3mNzkfveRSsVica+nCfUjPBIsZARrIw3sqheEyJvgJMEPjSu3MrBrTt2ZA60StyA1KNAa2F/eMCZpRIUmHCvVd51E+xmWmhFOZxUvVTTBZIJHtG+owBFVfjY/fIZOjTJEYSxNCY3m6u+JDEdKTaPAdEZYj9Wyl4v/ef1Uh5d+xkSSairIYlGYcqRjlKeAhkxSovnUEEwkM7ciMsYSE22yykNwl19eJZ1G3XXq7t15rXldxFGGYziBM3DhAppwCy1oA4EUnuEV3qwn68V6tz4WrSWrmDmCP7A+fwD08pH2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J2ArlzokODs9F4OMEU53zS/R3uo=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkpSBL0IRS8eK9gPaGLZbDft0s0m7G6EGvpLvHhQxKs/xZv/xk2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCDhTGnH+bZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t5+1T447Kg4lYS2Scxj2QuwopwJ2tZMc9pLJMVRwGk3mNzkfveRSsVica+nCfUjPBIsZARrIw3sqheEyJvgJMEPjSu3MrBrTt2ZA60StyA1KNAa2F/eMCZpRIUmHCvVd51E+xmWmhFOZxUvVTTBZIJHtG+owBFVfjY/fIZOjTJEYSxNCY3m6u+JDEdKTaPAdEZYj9Wyl4v/ef1Uh5d+xkSSairIYlGYcqRjlKeAhkxSovnUEEwkM7ciMsYSE22yykNwl19eJZ1G3XXq7t15rXldxFGGYziBM3DhAppwCy1oA4EUnuEV3qwn68V6tz4WrSWrmDmCP7A+fwD08pH2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J2ArlzokODs9F4OMEU53zS/R3uo=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkpSBL0IRS8eK9gPaGLZbDft0s0m7G6EGvpLvHhQxKs/xZv/xk2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCDhTGnH+bZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t5+1T447Kg4lYS2Scxj2QuwopwJ2tZMc9pLJMVRwGk3mNzkfveRSsVica+nCfUjPBIsZARrIw3sqheEyJvgJMEPjSu3MrBrTt2ZA60StyA1KNAa2F/eMCZpRIUmHCvVd51E+xmWmhFOZxUvVTTBZIJHtG+owBFVfjY/fIZOjTJEYSxNCY3m6u+JDEdKTaPAdEZYj9Wyl4v/ef1Uh5d+xkSSairIYlGYcqRjlKeAhkxSovnUEEwkM7ciMsYSE22yykNwl19eJZ1G3XXq7t15rXldxFGGYziBM3DhAppwCy1oA4EUnuEV3qwn68V6tz4WrSWrmDmCP7A+fwD08pH2</latexit>

2 = 10<latexit sha1_base64="6+3Lbi6doOu7LLea/23mxHphWcY=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetXqkcvi0XwVJIi6EUoevFYwX5AE8tmu2mXbjZhd6OU2J/ixYMiXv0l3vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbmBQlnSjvOt7Wyura+sVnaKm/v7O7t25WDtopTSWiLxDyW3QArypmgLc00p91EUhwFnHaC8XXudx6oVCwWd3qSUD/CQ8FCRrA2Ut+ueEGIvDFOEnxfv0SuU+7bVafmzICWiVuQKhRo9u0vbxCTNKJCE46V6rlOov0MS80Ip9OylyqaYDLGQ9ozVOCIKj+bnT5FJ0YZoDCWpoRGM/X3RIYjpSZRYDojrEdq0cvF/7xeqsMLP2MiSTUVZL4oTDnSMcpzQAMmKdF8YggmkplbERlhiYk2aeUhuIsvL5N2veY6Nff2rNq4KuIowREcwym4cA4NuIEmtIDAIzzDK7xZT9aL9W59zFtXrGLmEP7A+vwBwjaSWg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6+3Lbi6doOu7LLea/23mxHphWcY=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetXqkcvi0XwVJIi6EUoevFYwX5AE8tmu2mXbjZhd6OU2J/ixYMiXv0l3vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbmBQlnSjvOt7Wyura+sVnaKm/v7O7t25WDtopTSWiLxDyW3QArypmgLc00p91EUhwFnHaC8XXudx6oVCwWd3qSUD/CQ8FCRrA2Ut+ueEGIvDFOEnxfv0SuU+7bVafmzICWiVuQKhRo9u0vbxCTNKJCE46V6rlOov0MS80Ip9OylyqaYDLGQ9ozVOCIKj+bnT5FJ0YZoDCWpoRGM/X3RIYjpSZRYDojrEdq0cvF/7xeqsMLP2MiSTUVZL4oTDnSMcpzQAMmKdF8YggmkplbERlhiYk2aeUhuIsvL5N2veY6Nff2rNq4KuIowREcwym4cA4NuIEmtIDAIzzDK7xZT9aL9W59zFtXrGLmEP7A+vwBwjaSWg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6+3Lbi6doOu7LLea/23mxHphWcY=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetXqkcvi0XwVJIi6EUoevFYwX5AE8tmu2mXbjZhd6OU2J/ixYMiXv0l3vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbmBQlnSjvOt7Wyura+sVnaKm/v7O7t25WDtopTSWiLxDyW3QArypmgLc00p91EUhwFnHaC8XXudx6oVCwWd3qSUD/CQ8FCRrA2Ut+ueEGIvDFOEnxfv0SuU+7bVafmzICWiVuQKhRo9u0vbxCTNKJCE46V6rlOov0MS80Ip9OylyqaYDLGQ9ozVOCIKj+bnT5FJ0YZoDCWpoRGM/X3RIYjpSZRYDojrEdq0cvF/7xeqsMLP2MiSTUVZL4oTDnSMcpzQAMmKdF8YggmkplbERlhiYk2aeUhuIsvL5N2veY6Nff2rNq4KuIowREcwym4cA4NuIEmtIDAIzzDK7xZT9aL9W59zFtXrGLmEP7A+vwBwjaSWg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6+3Lbi6doOu7LLea/23mxHphWcY=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetXqkcvi0XwVJIi6EUoevFYwX5AE8tmu2mXbjZhd6OU2J/ixYMiXv0l3vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbmBQlnSjvOt7Wyura+sVnaKm/v7O7t25WDtopTSWiLxDyW3QArypmgLc00p91EUhwFnHaC8XXudx6oVCwWd3qSUD/CQ8FCRrA2Ut+ueEGIvDFOEnxfv0SuU+7bVafmzICWiVuQKhRo9u0vbxCTNKJCE46V6rlOov0MS80Ip9OylyqaYDLGQ9ozVOCIKj+bnT5FJ0YZoDCWpoRGM/X3RIYjpSZRYDojrEdq0cvF/7xeqsMLP2MiSTUVZL4oTDnSMcpzQAMmKdF8YggmkplbERlhiYk2aeUhuIsvL5N2veY6Nff2rNq4KuIowREcwym4cA4NuIEmtIDAIzzDK7xZT9aL9W59zFtXrGLmEP7A+vwBwjaSWg==</latexit>

2 = 10
<latexit sha1_base64="6+3Lbi6doOu7LLea/23mxHphWcY=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetXqkcvi0XwVJIi6EUoevFYwX5AE8tmu2mXbjZhd6OU2J/ixYMiXv0l3vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbmBQlnSjvOt7Wyura+sVnaKm/v7O7t25WDtopTSWiLxDyW3QArypmgLc00p91EUhwFnHaC8XXudx6oVCwWd3qSUD/CQ8FCRrA2Ut+ueEGIvDFOEnxfv0SuU+7bVafmzICWiVuQKhRo9u0vbxCTNKJCE46V6rlOov0MS80Ip9OylyqaYDLGQ9ozVOCIKj+bnT5FJ0YZoDCWpoRGM/X3RIYjpSZRYDojrEdq0cvF/7xeqsMLP2MiSTUVZL4oTDnSMcpzQAMmKdF8YggmkplbERlhiYk2aeUhuIsvL5N2veY6Nff2rNq4KuIowREcwym4cA4NuIEmtIDAIzzDK7xZT9aL9W59zFtXrGLmEP7A+vwBwjaSWg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6+3Lbi6doOu7LLea/23mxHphWcY=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetXqkcvi0XwVJIi6EUoevFYwX5AE8tmu2mXbjZhd6OU2J/ixYMiXv0l3vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbmBQlnSjvOt7Wyura+sVnaKm/v7O7t25WDtopTSWiLxDyW3QArypmgLc00p91EUhwFnHaC8XXudx6oVCwWd3qSUD/CQ8FCRrA2Ut+ueEGIvDFOEnxfv0SuU+7bVafmzICWiVuQKhRo9u0vbxCTNKJCE46V6rlOov0MS80Ip9OylyqaYDLGQ9ozVOCIKj+bnT5FJ0YZoDCWpoRGM/X3RIYjpSZRYDojrEdq0cvF/7xeqsMLP2MiSTUVZL4oTDnSMcpzQAMmKdF8YggmkplbERlhiYk2aeUhuIsvL5N2veY6Nff2rNq4KuIowREcwym4cA4NuIEmtIDAIzzDK7xZT9aL9W59zFtXrGLmEP7A+vwBwjaSWg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6+3Lbi6doOu7LLea/23mxHphWcY=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetXqkcvi0XwVJIi6EUoevFYwX5AE8tmu2mXbjZhd6OU2J/ixYMiXv0l3vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbmBQlnSjvOt7Wyura+sVnaKm/v7O7t25WDtopTSWiLxDyW3QArypmgLc00p91EUhwFnHaC8XXudx6oVCwWd3qSUD/CQ8FCRrA2Ut+ueEGIvDFOEnxfv0SuU+7bVafmzICWiVuQKhRo9u0vbxCTNKJCE46V6rlOov0MS80Ip9OylyqaYDLGQ9ozVOCIKj+bnT5FJ0YZoDCWpoRGM/X3RIYjpSZRYDojrEdq0cvF/7xeqsMLP2MiSTUVZL4oTDnSMcpzQAMmKdF8YggmkplbERlhiYk2aeUhuIsvL5N2veY6Nff2rNq4KuIowREcwym4cA4NuIEmtIDAIzzDK7xZT9aL9W59zFtXrGLmEP7A+vwBwjaSWg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6+3Lbi6doOu7LLea/23mxHphWcY=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetXqkcvi0XwVJIi6EUoevFYwX5AE8tmu2mXbjZhd6OU2J/ixYMiXv0l3vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbmBQlnSjvOt7Wyura+sVnaKm/v7O7t25WDtopTSWiLxDyW3QArypmgLc00p91EUhwFnHaC8XXudx6oVCwWd3qSUD/CQ8FCRrA2Ut+ueEGIvDFOEnxfv0SuU+7bVafmzICWiVuQKhRo9u0vbxCTNKJCE46V6rlOov0MS80Ip9OylyqaYDLGQ9ozVOCIKj+bnT5FJ0YZoDCWpoRGM/X3RIYjpSZRYDojrEdq0cvF/7xeqsMLP2MiSTUVZL4oTDnSMcpzQAMmKdF8YggmkplbERlhiYk2aeUhuIsvL5N2veY6Nff2rNq4KuIowREcwym4cA4NuIEmtIDAIzzDK7xZT9aL9W59zFtXrGLmEP7A+vwBwjaSWg==</latexit>

2 = 1
<latexit sha1_base64="J2ArlzokODs9F4OMEU53zS/R3uo=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkpSBL0IRS8eK9gPaGLZbDft0s0m7G6EGvpLvHhQxKs/xZv/xk2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCDhTGnH+bZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t5+1T447Kg4lYS2Scxj2QuwopwJ2tZMc9pLJMVRwGk3mNzkfveRSsVica+nCfUjPBIsZARrIw3sqheEyJvgJMEPjSu3MrBrTt2ZA60StyA1KNAa2F/eMCZpRIUmHCvVd51E+xmWmhFOZxUvVTTBZIJHtG+owBFVfjY/fIZOjTJEYSxNCY3m6u+JDEdKTaPAdEZYj9Wyl4v/ef1Uh5d+xkSSairIYlGYcqRjlKeAhkxSovnUEEwkM7ciMsYSE22yykNwl19eJZ1G3XXq7t15rXldxFGGYziBM3DhAppwCy1oA4EUnuEV3qwn68V6tz4WrSWrmDmCP7A+fwD08pH2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J2ArlzokODs9F4OMEU53zS/R3uo=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkpSBL0IRS8eK9gPaGLZbDft0s0m7G6EGvpLvHhQxKs/xZv/xk2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCDhTGnH+bZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t5+1T447Kg4lYS2Scxj2QuwopwJ2tZMc9pLJMVRwGk3mNzkfveRSsVica+nCfUjPBIsZARrIw3sqheEyJvgJMEPjSu3MrBrTt2ZA60StyA1KNAa2F/eMCZpRIUmHCvVd51E+xmWmhFOZxUvVTTBZIJHtG+owBFVfjY/fIZOjTJEYSxNCY3m6u+JDEdKTaPAdEZYj9Wyl4v/ef1Uh5d+xkSSairIYlGYcqRjlKeAhkxSovnUEEwkM7ciMsYSE22yykNwl19eJZ1G3XXq7t15rXldxFGGYziBM3DhAppwCy1oA4EUnuEV3qwn68V6tz4WrSWrmDmCP7A+fwD08pH2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J2ArlzokODs9F4OMEU53zS/R3uo=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkpSBL0IRS8eK9gPaGLZbDft0s0m7G6EGvpLvHhQxKs/xZv/xk2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCDhTGnH+bZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t5+1T447Kg4lYS2Scxj2QuwopwJ2tZMc9pLJMVRwGk3mNzkfveRSsVica+nCfUjPBIsZARrIw3sqheEyJvgJMEPjSu3MrBrTt2ZA60StyA1KNAa2F/eMCZpRIUmHCvVd51E+xmWmhFOZxUvVTTBZIJHtG+owBFVfjY/fIZOjTJEYSxNCY3m6u+JDEdKTaPAdEZYj9Wyl4v/ef1Uh5d+xkSSairIYlGYcqRjlKeAhkxSovnUEEwkM7ciMsYSE22yykNwl19eJZ1G3XXq7t15rXldxFGGYziBM3DhAppwCy1oA4EUnuEV3qwn68V6tz4WrSWrmDmCP7A+fwD08pH2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J2ArlzokODs9F4OMEU53zS/R3uo=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkpSBL0IRS8eK9gPaGLZbDft0s0m7G6EGvpLvHhQxKs/xZv/xk2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCDhTGnH+bZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t5+1T447Kg4lYS2Scxj2QuwopwJ2tZMc9pLJMVRwGk3mNzkfveRSsVica+nCfUjPBIsZARrIw3sqheEyJvgJMEPjSu3MrBrTt2ZA60StyA1KNAa2F/eMCZpRIUmHCvVd51E+xmWmhFOZxUvVTTBZIJHtG+owBFVfjY/fIZOjTJEYSxNCY3m6u+JDEdKTaPAdEZYj9Wyl4v/ef1Uh5d+xkSSairIYlGYcqRjlKeAhkxSovnUEEwkM7ciMsYSE22yykNwl19eJZ1G3XXq7t15rXldxFGGYziBM3DhAppwCy1oA4EUnuEV3qwn68V6tz4WrSWrmDmCP7A+fwD08pH2</latexit>

large
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ln[zIR/zc]



In proper coordinates:
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<latexit sha1_base64="o0aT2KO4vaRsR30bIHVeYGYqwYc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o0aT2KO4vaRsR30bIHVeYGYqwYc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o0aT2KO4vaRsR30bIHVeYGYqwYc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o0aT2KO4vaRsR30bIHVeYGYqwYc=">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</latexit>
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1 Expression for m2
dil

The mass of the dilaton can be written as
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2Ȧ
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where M2
� = �4, m2 is a mass term on the IR-boundary (VIR = m2

2 �2) and � have the
following EOM

�̈ = 4Ȧ�̇+ V 0 or �̇
d�̇

d�
= 4Ȧ�̇+ V 0 (1.3)

From numerical results we have

1 ⇡ e2AIR

dAIR
dyIR

R
2e2A

(1.4)

m⇢ ⇡ 2Ȧ
���
IR
. (1.5)

2 If

2V
12 � 1

In this case we have Ȧ =

r
2

12

⇣
�̇2

2 � V
⌘
and we will see that happens when we assume

�̇2 ⌧ 2V (or �̇2 � 2V ).

2.1 �̇2 � 2V

First we consider �̇2 � 2V . Taking the derivative of �̇2 � 2V we have �̈ � V 0 that
enable us to write

�̈ ⇡ 4Ȧ�̇, (2.1)

Ȧ =
�̇

2
p
6

(2.2)

2

{

This suggests that the light scalar found in lattice simulations could not be a dilaton (a
glueball) but mostly a meson scalar qq̄, with its lightness arising from the fact that Dim[qq̄]⇠ 2.
Another prediction from the holographic model is the small mass splitting between adjoin and
singlet in the vector and axial-vector sector. It would be interesting to check this prediction
from lattice simulations.
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A E↵ective potential of a tachyon and a dilaton

When both tachyon and dilaton masses are smaller than 1/z
IR

, we can more easily understand
the physics of the system by just looking to the e↵ective theory for these two modes. By
working close to the critical point, z

IR

& z

c
IR

, we can obtain the masses and quartic couplings
of the model as a perturbation. We find

V

e↵
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1

2
m

2(�D)�
2
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2

D +
1

4
���

4 +
1

4
�D�

4

D , (22)

where �D ⌘ 1/z
IR

is the dilaton and � the tachyon and for �D  µc ⌘ 1/zc
IR

we have

m

2(�D) = � ln
�D
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, � =

4(m2

b + 2)2

m

4

b + 6m2

b + 10
, (23)

while quartic �� ⇠ � has a mild dependence on m

2

b , and �D ⇠ �⇤b. The tachyon gives a
non-trivial potential for the dilaton with a minimum at

ln
�D

µc
= �1

4


1 +

q
1 + 16�D��/�

2

�
(24)

——————

gMN = (e�2A
⌘µ⌫ ,�1), (25)

⌘µ⌫ = (1,�1,�1,�1) (26)

ds

2 = e

�2A
dx

2 � dy

2 (27)
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The potential do not need to have a minimum (λ<0), 
if strong back-reaction, but this always leads to a 

lighter dilaton
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ϕIR
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m/mρ 0++

ln[zIR/zc]

☛ Always a light scalar (mostly dilaton) !

●
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More AdS5 predictions

Splitting Adj & singlet in the scalar sector: 
                      mf0 ≪ ma0

but no splitting Adj & singlet in the spin-1 sector:
         mρ ≃ mω    &    ma1 ≃ mf1

 Since no 5D double trace operators 
for vectors, but possible for scalars!



Implications for the hierarchy problem
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Nice scenarios to solve the hierarchy problem:

Tachyon in AdS puts you out from a CFT 

Hierarchy controlled 
by the “slow-rolling” of MΦ

(stable under radiative corrections)
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Could this lighter scalar be the Higgs?  Resurrecting Technicolor? 



Higgs-like coupling?  Hardly compatible with present measurements

Mass?  Not light enough

For MTC-ρ ~ 3 TeV,  
we need a reduction, in squared masses, of ~ 0.002

S. Donato (UZH) Higgs boson results from the LHC Run-1 19

Higgs coupling 't

● We can allow the Higgs boson to have 
BSM decays, i.e.:
– decay to weakly interacting stable 
particles (e.g. dark matter);

– decay to channels not searched      
(e.g. H ? cc);

– decay with unexpected topology    
(e.g. H ? XX ? ??).

● Fit performed constraining |kV|<1.

● The BSM decay changes the global 
Higgs width: 

i =
gHii

gSMHii

Could this lighter scalar be the Higgs?  Resurrecting Technicolor? 



Higgs-like coupling?  Hardly compatible with present measurements

Mass?  Not light enough

For MTC-ρ ~ 3 TeV,  
we need a reduction, in squared masses, of ~ 0.002

S. Donato (UZH) Higgs boson results from the LHC Run-1 19

Higgs coupling 't

● We can allow the Higgs boson to have 
BSM decays, i.e.:
– decay to weakly interacting stable 
particles (e.g. dark matter);

– decay to channels not searched      
(e.g. H ? cc);

– decay with unexpected topology    
(e.g. H ? XX ? ??).

● Fit performed constraining |kV|<1.

● The BSM decay changes the global 
Higgs width: 

i =
gHii

gSMHii

Could this lighter scalar be the Higgs?  Resurrecting Technicolor? 

but relevant for the little hierarchy problem?



Implications in  
the cosmological history

preliminary work with P.Baratella and F. Rompineve
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T
After inflation, reheating, …, big bang

“quark-gluon” plasma

Confined phase of the new strong sector ?
No, for large Nc theories

Supercooling

-TeV

QCD & new TeV strong-sector 
in the deconfined phase
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<latexit sha1_base64="qwZ5xDI1hCEpjScjJAsN8JtZtJ4=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQcNuEPQiBEXxGDEvyC5hdjKbDJmdXWdmA2HJd3jxoIhXP8abf+PkgWhiQUNR1U13lx9zprRtf1mZpeWV1bXsem5jc2t7J7+7V1dRIgmtkYhHsuljRTkTtKaZ5rQZS4pDn9OG378e+40BlYpFoqqHMfVC3BUsYARrI3muH6Dby5vTB/cEVdv5gl20J0A/xJknBZih0s5/up2IJCEVmnCsVMuxY+2lWGpGOB3l3ETRGJM+7tKWoQKHVHnp5OgROjJKBwWRNCU0mqi/J1IcKjUMfdMZYt1T895Y/M9rJTq48FIm4kRTQaaLgoQjHaFxAqjDJCWaDw3BRDJzKyI9LDHRJqecCWHh5UVSLxUdu+jcnxXKV7M4snAAh3AMDpxDGe6gAjUg8AhP8AKv1sB6tt6s92lrxprN7MMfWB/fXliQhQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qwZ5xDI1hCEpjScjJAsN8JtZtJ4=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQcNuEPQiBEXxGDEvyC5hdjKbDJmdXWdmA2HJd3jxoIhXP8abf+PkgWhiQUNR1U13lx9zprRtf1mZpeWV1bXsem5jc2t7J7+7V1dRIgmtkYhHsuljRTkTtKaZ5rQZS4pDn9OG378e+40BlYpFoqqHMfVC3BUsYARrI3muH6Dby5vTB/cEVdv5gl20J0A/xJknBZih0s5/up2IJCEVmnCsVMuxY+2lWGpGOB3l3ETRGJM+7tKWoQKHVHnp5OgROjJKBwWRNCU0mqi/J1IcKjUMfdMZYt1T895Y/M9rJTq48FIm4kRTQaaLgoQjHaFxAqjDJCWaDw3BRDJzKyI9LDHRJqecCWHh5UVSLxUdu+jcnxXKV7M4snAAh3AMDpxDGe6gAjUg8AhP8AKv1sB6tt6s92lrxprN7MMfWB/fXliQhQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qwZ5xDI1hCEpjScjJAsN8JtZtJ4=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQcNuEPQiBEXxGDEvyC5hdjKbDJmdXWdmA2HJd3jxoIhXP8abf+PkgWhiQUNR1U13lx9zprRtf1mZpeWV1bXsem5jc2t7J7+7V1dRIgmtkYhHsuljRTkTtKaZ5rQZS4pDn9OG378e+40BlYpFoqqHMfVC3BUsYARrI3muH6Dby5vTB/cEVdv5gl20J0A/xJknBZih0s5/up2IJCEVmnCsVMuxY+2lWGpGOB3l3ETRGJM+7tKWoQKHVHnp5OgROjJKBwWRNCU0mqi/J1IcKjUMfdMZYt1T895Y/M9rJTq48FIm4kRTQaaLgoQjHaFxAqjDJCWaDw3BRDJzKyI9LDHRJqecCWHh5UVSLxUdu+jcnxXKV7M4snAAh3AMDpxDGe6gAjUg8AhP8AKv1sB6tt6s92lrxprN7MMfWB/fXliQhQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qwZ5xDI1hCEpjScjJAsN8JtZtJ4=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQcNuEPQiBEXxGDEvyC5hdjKbDJmdXWdmA2HJd3jxoIhXP8abf+PkgWhiQUNR1U13lx9zprRtf1mZpeWV1bXsem5jc2t7J7+7V1dRIgmtkYhHsuljRTkTtKaZ5rQZS4pDn9OG378e+40BlYpFoqqHMfVC3BUsYARrI3muH6Dby5vTB/cEVdv5gl20J0A/xJknBZih0s5/up2IJCEVmnCsVMuxY+2lWGpGOB3l3ETRGJM+7tKWoQKHVHnp5OgROjJKBwWRNCU0mqi/J1IcKjUMfdMZYt1T895Y/M9rJTq48FIm4kRTQaaLgoQjHaFxAqjDJCWaDw3BRDJzKyI9LDHRJqecCWHh5UVSLxUdu+jcnxXKV7M4snAAh3AMDpxDGe6gAjUg8AhP8AKv1sB6tt6s92lrxprN7MMfWB/fXliQhQ==</latexit>
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unconfined phase

confined phase

●

Λ✴
4

I) High T:

II) Critical T: Tc4

unconfined phase confined phase

●
Λ✴

4



F = E� ST
<latexit sha1_base64="qwZ5xDI1hCEpjScjJAsN8JtZtJ4=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQcNuEPQiBEXxGDEvyC5hdjKbDJmdXWdmA2HJd3jxoIhXP8abf+PkgWhiQUNR1U13lx9zprRtf1mZpeWV1bXsem5jc2t7J7+7V1dRIgmtkYhHsuljRTkTtKaZ5rQZS4pDn9OG378e+40BlYpFoqqHMfVC3BUsYARrI3muH6Dby5vTB/cEVdv5gl20J0A/xJknBZih0s5/up2IJCEVmnCsVMuxY+2lWGpGOB3l3ETRGJM+7tKWoQKHVHnp5OgROjJKBwWRNCU0mqi/J1IcKjUMfdMZYt1T895Y/M9rJTq48FIm4kRTQaaLgoQjHaFxAqjDJCWaDw3BRDJzKyI9LDHRJqecCWHh5UVSLxUdu+jcnxXKV7M4snAAh3AMDpxDGe6gAjUg8AhP8AKv1sB6tt6s92lrxprN7MMfWB/fXliQhQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qwZ5xDI1hCEpjScjJAsN8JtZtJ4=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQcNuEPQiBEXxGDEvyC5hdjKbDJmdXWdmA2HJd3jxoIhXP8abf+PkgWhiQUNR1U13lx9zprRtf1mZpeWV1bXsem5jc2t7J7+7V1dRIgmtkYhHsuljRTkTtKaZ5rQZS4pDn9OG378e+40BlYpFoqqHMfVC3BUsYARrI3muH6Dby5vTB/cEVdv5gl20J0A/xJknBZih0s5/up2IJCEVmnCsVMuxY+2lWGpGOB3l3ETRGJM+7tKWoQKHVHnp5OgROjJKBwWRNCU0mqi/J1IcKjUMfdMZYt1T895Y/M9rJTq48FIm4kRTQaaLgoQjHaFxAqjDJCWaDw3BRDJzKyI9LDHRJqecCWHh5UVSLxUdu+jcnxXKV7M4snAAh3AMDpxDGe6gAjUg8AhP8AKv1sB6tt6s92lrxprN7MMfWB/fXliQhQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qwZ5xDI1hCEpjScjJAsN8JtZtJ4=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQcNuEPQiBEXxGDEvyC5hdjKbDJmdXWdmA2HJd3jxoIhXP8abf+PkgWhiQUNR1U13lx9zprRtf1mZpeWV1bXsem5jc2t7J7+7V1dRIgmtkYhHsuljRTkTtKaZ5rQZS4pDn9OG378e+40BlYpFoqqHMfVC3BUsYARrI3muH6Dby5vTB/cEVdv5gl20J0A/xJknBZih0s5/up2IJCEVmnCsVMuxY+2lWGpGOB3l3ETRGJM+7tKWoQKHVHnp5OgROjJKBwWRNCU0mqi/J1IcKjUMfdMZYt1T895Y/M9rJTq48FIm4kRTQaaLgoQjHaFxAqjDJCWaDw3BRDJzKyI9LDHRJqecCWHh5UVSLxUdu+jcnxXKV7M4snAAh3AMDpxDGe6gAjUg8AhP8AKv1sB6tt6s92lrxprN7MMfWB/fXliQhQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qwZ5xDI1hCEpjScjJAsN8JtZtJ4=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQcNuEPQiBEXxGDEvyC5hdjKbDJmdXWdmA2HJd3jxoIhXP8abf+PkgWhiQUNR1U13lx9zprRtf1mZpeWV1bXsem5jc2t7J7+7V1dRIgmtkYhHsuljRTkTtKaZ5rQZS4pDn9OG378e+40BlYpFoqqHMfVC3BUsYARrI3muH6Dby5vTB/cEVdv5gl20J0A/xJknBZih0s5/up2IJCEVmnCsVMuxY+2lWGpGOB3l3ETRGJM+7tKWoQKHVHnp5OgROjJKBwWRNCU0mqi/J1IcKjUMfdMZYt1T895Y/M9rJTq48FIm4kRTQaaLgoQjHaFxAqjDJCWaDw3BRDJzKyI9LDHRJqecCWHh5UVSLxUdu+jcnxXKV7M4snAAh3AMDpxDGe6gAjUg8AhP8AKv1sB6tt6s92lrxprN7MMfWB/fXliQhQ==</latexit>
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4

I) High T:

II) Critical T:

III) T≪Λ✴ :
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●
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phase
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Tunneling rate: � ⇠ e�SE ⇠ e�1/g2
⇤ ⇠ e�N2

c
<latexit sha1_base64="RLeNRLXXbqnx83ZgL0TIRKEbybw=">AAACInicbVBbS8MwFE7nbc7b1EdfgkMQwdkOQX0biuiTTHQXWLuSZukWlrQlSYVR9lt88a/44oOiPgn+GLOuiE4PBL7LOZycz4sYlco0P4zczOzc/EJ+sbC0vLK6VlzfaMgwFpjUcchC0fKQJIwGpK6oYqQVCYK4x0jTG5yN/eYdEZKGwa0aRsThqBdQn2KktOQWT2zPh/YF4hzZknJIOsn+jXs+SknKrIOeu9epjL7tKxdrWnCLJbNspgX/AisDJZBVzS2+2d0Qx5wECjMkZdsyI+UkSCiKGRkV7FiSCOEB6pG2hgHiRDpJeuII7milC/1Q6BcomKo/JxLEpRxyT3dypPpy2huL/3ntWPnHTkKDKFYkwJNFfsygCuE4L9ilgmDFhhogLKj+K8R9JBBWOtVxCNb0yX9Bo1K2zLJ1fViqnmZx5MEW2Aa7wAJHoAouQQ3UAQb34BE8gxfjwXgyXo33SWvOyGY2wa8yPr8AAEaiEA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RLeNRLXXbqnx83ZgL0TIRKEbybw=">AAACInicbVBbS8MwFE7nbc7b1EdfgkMQwdkOQX0biuiTTHQXWLuSZukWlrQlSYVR9lt88a/44oOiPgn+GLOuiE4PBL7LOZycz4sYlco0P4zczOzc/EJ+sbC0vLK6VlzfaMgwFpjUcchC0fKQJIwGpK6oYqQVCYK4x0jTG5yN/eYdEZKGwa0aRsThqBdQn2KktOQWT2zPh/YF4hzZknJIOsn+jXs+SknKrIOeu9epjL7tKxdrWnCLJbNspgX/AisDJZBVzS2+2d0Qx5wECjMkZdsyI+UkSCiKGRkV7FiSCOEB6pG2hgHiRDpJeuII7milC/1Q6BcomKo/JxLEpRxyT3dypPpy2huL/3ntWPnHTkKDKFYkwJNFfsygCuE4L9ilgmDFhhogLKj+K8R9JBBWOtVxCNb0yX9Bo1K2zLJ1fViqnmZx5MEW2Aa7wAJHoAouQQ3UAQb34BE8gxfjwXgyXo33SWvOyGY2wa8yPr8AAEaiEA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RLeNRLXXbqnx83ZgL0TIRKEbybw=">AAACInicbVBbS8MwFE7nbc7b1EdfgkMQwdkOQX0biuiTTHQXWLuSZukWlrQlSYVR9lt88a/44oOiPgn+GLOuiE4PBL7LOZycz4sYlco0P4zczOzc/EJ+sbC0vLK6VlzfaMgwFpjUcchC0fKQJIwGpK6oYqQVCYK4x0jTG5yN/eYdEZKGwa0aRsThqBdQn2KktOQWT2zPh/YF4hzZknJIOsn+jXs+SknKrIOeu9epjL7tKxdrWnCLJbNspgX/AisDJZBVzS2+2d0Qx5wECjMkZdsyI+UkSCiKGRkV7FiSCOEB6pG2hgHiRDpJeuII7milC/1Q6BcomKo/JxLEpRxyT3dypPpy2huL/3ntWPnHTkKDKFYkwJNFfsygCuE4L9ilgmDFhhogLKj+K8R9JBBWOtVxCNb0yX9Bo1K2zLJ1fViqnmZx5MEW2Aa7wAJHoAouQQ3UAQb34BE8gxfjwXgyXo33SWvOyGY2wa8yPr8AAEaiEA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RLeNRLXXbqnx83ZgL0TIRKEbybw=">AAACInicbVBbS8MwFE7nbc7b1EdfgkMQwdkOQX0biuiTTHQXWLuSZukWlrQlSYVR9lt88a/44oOiPgn+GLOuiE4PBL7LOZycz4sYlco0P4zczOzc/EJ+sbC0vLK6VlzfaMgwFpjUcchC0fKQJIwGpK6oYqQVCYK4x0jTG5yN/eYdEZKGwa0aRsThqBdQn2KktOQWT2zPh/YF4hzZknJIOsn+jXs+SknKrIOeu9epjL7tKxdrWnCLJbNspgX/AisDJZBVzS2+2d0Qx5wECjMkZdsyI+UkSCiKGRkV7FiSCOEB6pG2hgHiRDpJeuII7milC/1Q6BcomKo/JxLEpRxyT3dypPpy2huL/3ntWPnHTkKDKFYkwJNFfsygCuE4L9ilgmDFhhogLKj+K8R9JBBWOtVxCNb0yX9Bo1K2zLJ1fViqnmZx5MEW2Aa7wAJHoAouQQ3UAQb34BE8gxfjwXgyXo33SWvOyGY2wa8yPr8AAEaiEA==</latexit>



Tunneling rate:
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<latexit sha1_base64="2XlZuk6onF7AqkHmRaarCltqzrU=">AAACH3icdZBLSwMxFIUzvq2vqks3wSLopsxIUZeiC90IFWwVmrZk0jttMJkZkjtCGfpP3PhX3LhQRNz5b0xrBZ8HAodz7iXJF6ZKWvT9N29icmp6ZnZuvrCwuLS8Ulxdq9skMwJqIlGJuQq5BSVjqKFEBVepAa5DBZfh9fGwv7wBY2USX2A/habm3VhGUnB0Ubu4x8KIshOuNWdK0dNWhVmpKVMQ4TaLDBf5BdRbu4P8rF0dMCO7PdxpVdrFUlD2R6L+L/NZlchY1XbxlXUSkWmIUShubSPwU2zm3KAUCgYFlllIubjmXWg4G3MNtpmP/jegWy7p0Cgx7sRIR+nXjZxra/s6dJOaY8/+7IbhX10jw+igmcs4zRBi8XFRlCmKCR3Coh1pQKDqO8OFke6tVPS4g4IOaeErhP9Nfbcc+OXgvFI6PBrjmCMbZJNsk4Dsk0NySqqkRgS5JffkkTx5d96D9+y9fIxOeOOddfJN3ts7sYyiJQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2XlZuk6onF7AqkHmRaarCltqzrU=">AAACH3icdZBLSwMxFIUzvq2vqks3wSLopsxIUZeiC90IFWwVmrZk0jttMJkZkjtCGfpP3PhX3LhQRNz5b0xrBZ8HAodz7iXJF6ZKWvT9N29icmp6ZnZuvrCwuLS8Ulxdq9skMwJqIlGJuQq5BSVjqKFEBVepAa5DBZfh9fGwv7wBY2USX2A/habm3VhGUnB0Ubu4x8KIshOuNWdK0dNWhVmpKVMQ4TaLDBf5BdRbu4P8rF0dMCO7PdxpVdrFUlD2R6L+L/NZlchY1XbxlXUSkWmIUShubSPwU2zm3KAUCgYFlllIubjmXWg4G3MNtpmP/jegWy7p0Cgx7sRIR+nXjZxra/s6dJOaY8/+7IbhX10jw+igmcs4zRBi8XFRlCmKCR3Coh1pQKDqO8OFke6tVPS4g4IOaeErhP9Nfbcc+OXgvFI6PBrjmCMbZJNsk4Dsk0NySqqkRgS5JffkkTx5d96D9+y9fIxOeOOddfJN3ts7sYyiJQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2XlZuk6onF7AqkHmRaarCltqzrU=">AAACH3icdZBLSwMxFIUzvq2vqks3wSLopsxIUZeiC90IFWwVmrZk0jttMJkZkjtCGfpP3PhX3LhQRNz5b0xrBZ8HAodz7iXJF6ZKWvT9N29icmp6ZnZuvrCwuLS8Ulxdq9skMwJqIlGJuQq5BSVjqKFEBVepAa5DBZfh9fGwv7wBY2USX2A/habm3VhGUnB0Ubu4x8KIshOuNWdK0dNWhVmpKVMQ4TaLDBf5BdRbu4P8rF0dMCO7PdxpVdrFUlD2R6L+L/NZlchY1XbxlXUSkWmIUShubSPwU2zm3KAUCgYFlllIubjmXWg4G3MNtpmP/jegWy7p0Cgx7sRIR+nXjZxra/s6dJOaY8/+7IbhX10jw+igmcs4zRBi8XFRlCmKCR3Coh1pQKDqO8OFke6tVPS4g4IOaeErhP9Nfbcc+OXgvFI6PBrjmCMbZJNsk4Dsk0NySqqkRgS5JffkkTx5d96D9+y9fIxOeOOddfJN3ts7sYyiJQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2XlZuk6onF7AqkHmRaarCltqzrU=">AAACH3icdZBLSwMxFIUzvq2vqks3wSLopsxIUZeiC90IFWwVmrZk0jttMJkZkjtCGfpP3PhX3LhQRNz5b0xrBZ8HAodz7iXJF6ZKWvT9N29icmp6ZnZuvrCwuLS8Ulxdq9skMwJqIlGJuQq5BSVjqKFEBVepAa5DBZfh9fGwv7wBY2USX2A/habm3VhGUnB0Ubu4x8KIshOuNWdK0dNWhVmpKVMQ4TaLDBf5BdRbu4P8rF0dMCO7PdxpVdrFUlD2R6L+L/NZlchY1XbxlXUSkWmIUShubSPwU2zm3KAUCgYFlllIubjmXWg4G3MNtpmP/jegWy7p0Cgx7sRIR+nXjZxra/s6dJOaY8/+7IbhX10jw+igmcs4zRBi8XFRlCmKCR3Coh1pQKDqO8OFke6tVPS4g4IOaeErhP9Nfbcc+OXgvFI6PBrjmCMbZJNsk4Dsk0NySqqkRgS5JffkkTx5d96D9+y9fIxOeOOddfJN3ts7sYyiJQ==</latexit>
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� ⇠ e�SE ⇠ e�1/g2
⇤ ⇠ e�N2

c
<latexit sha1_base64="RLeNRLXXbqnx83ZgL0TIRKEbybw=">AAACInicbVBbS8MwFE7nbc7b1EdfgkMQwdkOQX0biuiTTHQXWLuSZukWlrQlSYVR9lt88a/44oOiPgn+GLOuiE4PBL7LOZycz4sYlco0P4zczOzc/EJ+sbC0vLK6VlzfaMgwFpjUcchC0fKQJIwGpK6oYqQVCYK4x0jTG5yN/eYdEZKGwa0aRsThqBdQn2KktOQWT2zPh/YF4hzZknJIOsn+jXs+SknKrIOeu9epjL7tKxdrWnCLJbNspgX/AisDJZBVzS2+2d0Qx5wECjMkZdsyI+UkSCiKGRkV7FiSCOEB6pG2hgHiRDpJeuII7milC/1Q6BcomKo/JxLEpRxyT3dypPpy2huL/3ntWPnHTkKDKFYkwJNFfsygCuE4L9ilgmDFhhogLKj+K8R9JBBWOtVxCNb0yX9Bo1K2zLJ1fViqnmZx5MEW2Aa7wAJHoAouQQ3UAQb34BE8gxfjwXgyXo33SWvOyGY2wa8yPr8AAEaiEA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RLeNRLXXbqnx83ZgL0TIRKEbybw=">AAACInicbVBbS8MwFE7nbc7b1EdfgkMQwdkOQX0biuiTTHQXWLuSZukWlrQlSYVR9lt88a/44oOiPgn+GLOuiE4PBL7LOZycz4sYlco0P4zczOzc/EJ+sbC0vLK6VlzfaMgwFpjUcchC0fKQJIwGpK6oYqQVCYK4x0jTG5yN/eYdEZKGwa0aRsThqBdQn2KktOQWT2zPh/YF4hzZknJIOsn+jXs+SknKrIOeu9epjL7tKxdrWnCLJbNspgX/AisDJZBVzS2+2d0Qx5wECjMkZdsyI+UkSCiKGRkV7FiSCOEB6pG2hgHiRDpJeuII7milC/1Q6BcomKo/JxLEpRxyT3dypPpy2huL/3ntWPnHTkKDKFYkwJNFfsygCuE4L9ilgmDFhhogLKj+K8R9JBBWOtVxCNb0yX9Bo1K2zLJ1fViqnmZx5MEW2Aa7wAJHoAouQQ3UAQb34BE8gxfjwXgyXo33SWvOyGY2wa8yPr8AAEaiEA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RLeNRLXXbqnx83ZgL0TIRKEbybw=">AAACInicbVBbS8MwFE7nbc7b1EdfgkMQwdkOQX0biuiTTHQXWLuSZukWlrQlSYVR9lt88a/44oOiPgn+GLOuiE4PBL7LOZycz4sYlco0P4zczOzc/EJ+sbC0vLK6VlzfaMgwFpjUcchC0fKQJIwGpK6oYqQVCYK4x0jTG5yN/eYdEZKGwa0aRsThqBdQn2KktOQWT2zPh/YF4hzZknJIOsn+jXs+SknKrIOeu9epjL7tKxdrWnCLJbNspgX/AisDJZBVzS2+2d0Qx5wECjMkZdsyI+UkSCiKGRkV7FiSCOEB6pG2hgHiRDpJeuII7milC/1Q6BcomKo/JxLEpRxyT3dypPpy2huL/3ntWPnHTkKDKFYkwJNFfsygCuE4L9ilgmDFhhogLKj+K8R9JBBWOtVxCNb0yX9Bo1K2zLJ1fViqnmZx5MEW2Aa7wAJHoAouQQ3UAQb34BE8gxfjwXgyXo33SWvOyGY2wa8yPr8AAEaiEA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RLeNRLXXbqnx83ZgL0TIRKEbybw=">AAACInicbVBbS8MwFE7nbc7b1EdfgkMQwdkOQX0biuiTTHQXWLuSZukWlrQlSYVR9lt88a/44oOiPgn+GLOuiE4PBL7LOZycz4sYlco0P4zczOzc/EJ+sbC0vLK6VlzfaMgwFpjUcchC0fKQJIwGpK6oYqQVCYK4x0jTG5yN/eYdEZKGwa0aRsThqBdQn2KktOQWT2zPh/YF4hzZknJIOsn+jXs+SknKrIOeu9epjL7tKxdrWnCLJbNspgX/AisDJZBVzS2+2d0Qx5wECjMkZdsyI+UkSCiKGRkV7FiSCOEB6pG2hgHiRDpJeuII7milC/1Q6BcomKo/JxLEpRxyT3dypPpy2huL/3ntWPnHTkKDKFYkwJNFfsygCuE4L9ilgmDFhhogLKj+K8R9JBBWOtVxCNb0yX9Bo1K2zLJ1fViqnmZx5MEW2Aa7wAJHoAouQQ3UAQb34BE8gxfjwXgyXo33SWvOyGY2wa8yPr8AAEaiEA==</latexit>
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Figure 3: The free energy for the RS solution (right side) and the black hole one (left). RS model is

parametrized by the radion VEV µ, while the AdS-S one by the Hawking temperature Th. The two

classes of solutions coincide at µ = Th = 0.

a complete solution of the Einstein equations describing the bubble. As this is an almost impossible

task we must face the fact that we do not know the “kinetic” term of the Th field. Note that this

implies that we are not able to “canonically” normalize the horizontal scale in the left side of figure 3.

For the other side of the figure the situation is more conventional, as we know that the radion kinetic

term is [15, 16, 12]

Lkin = −12
√
−g(ML)3(∂µ)2 . (47)

The hierarchy µTeV ≫ Tc between the two characteristic scales in the potential allows to establish the

main features of the bounce action S.

Even if we do not know the explicit form of the contribution to the action S from the “black

hole” side of the instanton, we know that this is purely gravitational, so that it will be proportional

to (ML)3 ∼ N2 and it will be characterized by the unique energy scale T ∼ Tc. The kinetic term of

the radion µ in (47) is similarly proportional to (ML)3 ∼ N2, so we can factor N2 out of the entire

action by rescaling the stabilizing GW potential (44): FRS ≡ N2F̃RS, FAdS−S ≡ N2F̃AdS−S. The

rescaled potential F̃RS has a characteristic horizontal scale ∼ µTeV ≫ Tc and depth ∼ T 4
c , while, as

we said, F̃AdS−S has Tc as the only typical scale. At leading order in N we will estimate the action

S neglecting the width of F̃AdS−S with respect to the much greater F̃RS one: the different horizontal

scales characterizing the two parts of the potential allows us to disregard, at leading order in N , the

unknown “kinetic” term for the black hole horizon.

Within the above approximation, it is useful to rescale the radion field

µ̃ ≡ µ ϵ3/8

!

v1

N
. (48)
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Tunneling path: moving the BH horizon to infinity 
                         and bringing back the hard/soft wall:

Dilaton potential ~ scale invariant potential
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From holography: At finite-T, two solutions:



We never exit inflation, unless Nc≲7!
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Figure 3: Tunnelling action (coloured lines, for di↵erent values of the parameters)

and “exit action” (dashed line) as a function of temperature for the BH-CW po-

tential. Starting from the left, the grid lines indicate the Hubble temperature and

the minimum value of temperature at which tunnelling is possible for the BH-CW

potential. Notice that for N2/�A & 55 it is impossible to tunnel. We add in blue

the tunnelling action induced by QCD e↵ects for ⌧
QCD

=20 MeV (see notation in

the relative chapter).
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New scale (ΛQCD) into the dilaton potential:

Exit from the supercooling phase at ≲ΛQCD:
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as masses arises from
the TeV strong dynamics
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<latexit sha1_base64="Kv6XOfU1Czw1+dvh2HR8GfwLN2w=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRiyepYNpCE8tmu2mX7m7C7kYpof/DiwdFvPpfvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMi1LOtHHdb6e0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcPWjrJFKE+SXiiOhHWlDNJfcMMp51UUSwiTtvR6Hrqtx+p0iyR92ac0lDggWQxI9hY6SGIYnTbI4FmAnlur1pz6+4MaJl4BalBgWav+hX0E5IJKg3hWOuu56YmzLEyjHA6qQSZpikmIzygXUslFlSH+ezqCTqxSh/FibIlDZqpvydyLLQei8h2CmyGetGbiv953czEl2HOZJoZKsl8UZxxZBI0jQD1maLE8LElmChmb0VkiBUmxgZVsSF4iy8vk9ZZ3XPr3t15rXFVxFGGIziGU/DgAhpwA03wgYCCZ3iFN+fJeXHenY95a8kpZg7hD5zPH/j9kYA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Kv6XOfU1Czw1+dvh2HR8GfwLN2w=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRiyepYNpCE8tmu2mX7m7C7kYpof/DiwdFvPpfvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMi1LOtHHdb6e0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcPWjrJFKE+SXiiOhHWlDNJfcMMp51UUSwiTtvR6Hrqtx+p0iyR92ac0lDggWQxI9hY6SGIYnTbI4FmAnlur1pz6+4MaJl4BalBgWav+hX0E5IJKg3hWOuu56YmzLEyjHA6qQSZpikmIzygXUslFlSH+ezqCTqxSh/FibIlDZqpvydyLLQei8h2CmyGetGbiv953czEl2HOZJoZKsl8UZxxZBI0jQD1maLE8LElmChmb0VkiBUmxgZVsSF4iy8vk9ZZ3XPr3t15rXFVxFGGIziGU/DgAhpwA03wgYCCZ3iFN+fJeXHenY95a8kpZg7hD5zPH/j9kYA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Kv6XOfU1Czw1+dvh2HR8GfwLN2w=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRiyepYNpCE8tmu2mX7m7C7kYpof/DiwdFvPpfvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMi1LOtHHdb6e0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcPWjrJFKE+SXiiOhHWlDNJfcMMp51UUSwiTtvR6Hrqtx+p0iyR92ac0lDggWQxI9hY6SGIYnTbI4FmAnlur1pz6+4MaJl4BalBgWav+hX0E5IJKg3hWOuu56YmzLEyjHA6qQSZpikmIzygXUslFlSH+ezqCTqxSh/FibIlDZqpvydyLLQei8h2CmyGetGbiv953czEl2HOZJoZKsl8UZxxZBI0jQD1maLE8LElmChmb0VkiBUmxgZVsSF4iy8vk9ZZ3XPr3t15rXFVxFGGIziGU/DgAhpwA03wgYCCZ3iFN+fJeXHenY95a8kpZg7hD5zPH/j9kYA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Kv6XOfU1Czw1+dvh2HR8GfwLN2w=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRiyepYNpCE8tmu2mX7m7C7kYpof/DiwdFvPpfvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMi1LOtHHdb6e0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcPWjrJFKE+SXiiOhHWlDNJfcMMp51UUSwiTtvR6Hrqtx+p0iyR92ac0lDggWQxI9hY6SGIYnTbI4FmAnlur1pz6+4MaJl4BalBgWav+hX0E5IJKg3hWOuu56YmzLEyjHA6qQSZpikmIzygXUslFlSH+ezqCTqxSh/FibIlDZqpvydyLLQei8h2CmyGetGbiv953czEl2HOZJoZKsl8UZxxZBI0jQD1maLE8LElmChmb0VkiBUmxgZVsSF4iy8vk9ZZ3XPr3t15rXFVxFGGIziGU/DgAhpwA03wgYCCZ3iFN+fJeXHenY95a8kpZg7hD5zPH/j9kYA=</latexit>

Nc ⇠ 7
<latexit sha1_base64="Ov6+c6Lh34mJuu/1anIURyDr5jc=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVoR6LXjxJBfsB3aVk02wbmmS3SbZQlv4OLx4U8eqP8ea/MW33oK0PBh7vzTAzL0w408Z1v53CxubW9k5xt7S3f3B4VD4+aek4VYQ2Scxj1QmxppxJ2jTMcNpJFMUi5LQdju7mfntClWaxfDLThAYCDySLGMHGSoEfRuihR3zNBKr1yhW36i6A1omXkwrkaPTKX34/Jqmg0hCOte56bmKCDCvDCKezkp9qmmAywgPatVRiQXWQLY6eoQur9FEUK1vSoIX6eyLDQuupCG2nwGaoV725+J/XTU10E2RMJqmhkiwXRSlHJkbzBFCfKUoMn1qCiWL2VkSGWGFibE4lG4K3+vI6aV1VPbfqPV5X6rd5HEU4g3O4BA9qUId7aEATCIzhGV7hzZk4L86787FsLTj5zCn8gfP5A5APkUw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ov6+c6Lh34mJuu/1anIURyDr5jc=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVoR6LXjxJBfsB3aVk02wbmmS3SbZQlv4OLx4U8eqP8ea/MW33oK0PBh7vzTAzL0w408Z1v53CxubW9k5xt7S3f3B4VD4+aek4VYQ2Scxj1QmxppxJ2jTMcNpJFMUi5LQdju7mfntClWaxfDLThAYCDySLGMHGSoEfRuihR3zNBKr1yhW36i6A1omXkwrkaPTKX34/Jqmg0hCOte56bmKCDCvDCKezkp9qmmAywgPatVRiQXWQLY6eoQur9FEUK1vSoIX6eyLDQuupCG2nwGaoV725+J/XTU10E2RMJqmhkiwXRSlHJkbzBFCfKUoMn1qCiWL2VkSGWGFibE4lG4K3+vI6aV1VPbfqPV5X6rd5HEU4g3O4BA9qUId7aEATCIzhGV7hzZk4L86787FsLTj5zCn8gfP5A5APkUw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ov6+c6Lh34mJuu/1anIURyDr5jc=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVoR6LXjxJBfsB3aVk02wbmmS3SbZQlv4OLx4U8eqP8ea/MW33oK0PBh7vzTAzL0w408Z1v53CxubW9k5xt7S3f3B4VD4+aek4VYQ2Scxj1QmxppxJ2jTMcNpJFMUi5LQdju7mfntClWaxfDLThAYCDySLGMHGSoEfRuihR3zNBKr1yhW36i6A1omXkwrkaPTKX34/Jqmg0hCOte56bmKCDCvDCKezkp9qmmAywgPatVRiQXWQLY6eoQur9FEUK1vSoIX6eyLDQuupCG2nwGaoV725+J/XTU10E2RMJqmhkiwXRSlHJkbzBFCfKUoMn1qCiWL2VkSGWGFibE4lG4K3+vI6aV1VPbfqPV5X6rd5HEU4g3O4BA9qUId7aEATCIzhGV7hzZk4L86787FsLTj5zCn8gfP5A5APkUw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ov6+c6Lh34mJuu/1anIURyDr5jc=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVoR6LXjxJBfsB3aVk02wbmmS3SbZQlv4OLx4U8eqP8ea/MW33oK0PBh7vzTAzL0w408Z1v53CxubW9k5xt7S3f3B4VD4+aek4VYQ2Scxj1QmxppxJ2jTMcNpJFMUi5LQdju7mfntClWaxfDLThAYCDySLGMHGSoEfRuihR3zNBKr1yhW36i6A1omXkwrkaPTKX34/Jqmg0hCOte56bmKCDCvDCKezkp9qmmAywgPatVRiQXWQLY6eoQur9FEUK1vSoIX6eyLDQuupCG2nwGaoV725+J/XTU10E2RMJqmhkiwXRSlHJkbzBFCfKUoMn1qCiWL2VkSGWGFibE4lG4K3+vI6aV1VPbfqPV5X6rd5HEU4g3O4BA9qUId7aEATCIzhGV7hzZk4L86787FsLTj5zCn8gfP5A5APkUw=</latexit> Nc ⇠ 5

<latexit sha1_base64="865s2TwCxp1cKNaqqwz+HDAJVQE=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVix6LXjxJBfsB3aVk02wbmmTXJFsoS3+HFw+KePXHePPfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZFyacaeO6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etXScKkKbJOax6oRYU84kbRpmOO0kimIRctoOR7czvz2mSrNYPppJQgOBB5JFjGBjpcAPI3TfI75mAtV65YpbdedAq8TLSQVyNHrlL78fk1RQaQjHWnc9NzFBhpVhhNNpyU81TTAZ4QHtWiqxoDrI5kdP0ZlV+iiKlS1p0Fz9PZFhofVEhLZTYDPUy95M/M/rpia6DjImk9RQSRaLopQjE6NZAqjPFCWGTyzBRDF7KyJDrDAxNqeSDcFbfnmVtC6qnlv1Hi4r9Zs8jiKcwCmcgwdXUIc7aEATCDzBM7zCmzN2Xpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB40HkUo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="865s2TwCxp1cKNaqqwz+HDAJVQE=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVix6LXjxJBfsB3aVk02wbmmTXJFsoS3+HFw+KePXHePPfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZFyacaeO6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etXScKkKbJOax6oRYU84kbRpmOO0kimIRctoOR7czvz2mSrNYPppJQgOBB5JFjGBjpcAPI3TfI75mAtV65YpbdedAq8TLSQVyNHrlL78fk1RQaQjHWnc9NzFBhpVhhNNpyU81TTAZ4QHtWiqxoDrI5kdP0ZlV+iiKlS1p0Fz9PZFhofVEhLZTYDPUy95M/M/rpia6DjImk9RQSRaLopQjE6NZAqjPFCWGTyzBRDF7KyJDrDAxNqeSDcFbfnmVtC6qnlv1Hi4r9Zs8jiKcwCmcgwdXUIc7aEATCDzBM7zCmzN2Xpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB40HkUo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="865s2TwCxp1cKNaqqwz+HDAJVQE=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVix6LXjxJBfsB3aVk02wbmmTXJFsoS3+HFw+KePXHePPfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZFyacaeO6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etXScKkKbJOax6oRYU84kbRpmOO0kimIRctoOR7czvz2mSrNYPppJQgOBB5JFjGBjpcAPI3TfI75mAtV65YpbdedAq8TLSQVyNHrlL78fk1RQaQjHWnc9NzFBhpVhhNNpyU81TTAZ4QHtWiqxoDrI5kdP0ZlV+iiKlS1p0Fz9PZFhofVEhLZTYDPUy95M/M/rpia6DjImk9RQSRaLopQjE6NZAqjPFCWGTyzBRDF7KyJDrDAxNqeSDcFbfnmVtC6qnlv1Hi4r9Zs8jiKcwCmcgwdXUIc7aEATCDzBM7zCmzN2Xpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB40HkUo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="865s2TwCxp1cKNaqqwz+HDAJVQE=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVix6LXjxJBfsB3aVk02wbmmTXJFsoS3+HFw+KePXHePPfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZFyacaeO6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etXScKkKbJOax6oRYU84kbRpmOO0kimIRctoOR7czvz2mSrNYPppJQgOBB5JFjGBjpcAPI3TfI75mAtV65YpbdedAq8TLSQVyNHrlL78fk1RQaQjHWnc9NzFBhpVhhNNpyU81TTAZ4QHtWiqxoDrI5kdP0ZlV+iiKlS1p0Fz9PZFhofVEhLZTYDPUy95M/M/rpia6DjImk9RQSRaLopQjE6NZAqjPFCWGTyzBRDF7KyJDrDAxNqeSDcFbfnmVtC6qnlv1Hi4r9Zs8jiKcwCmcgwdXUIc7aEATCDzBM7zCmzN2Xpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB40HkUo=</latexit>

⇤QCD

Y 1/3
q N4/3

c

⇠ 20 MeV
<latexit sha1_base64="Qmt7HXoguYIockgpVDfd96ms1VE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Qmt7HXoguYIockgpVDfd96ms1VE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Qmt7HXoguYIockgpVDfd96ms1VE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Qmt7HXoguYIockgpVDfd96ms1VE=">AAACJ3icbVDNSgMxGMzWv1r/qh69BIvgqe5WQU8i1oMHFQVble66ZNNsG5rsrklWKGHfxouv4kVQET36JqZ1D9o6EBhm5uPLN0HCqFS2/WkVJianpmeKs6W5+YXFpfLySlPGqcCkgWMWi+sAScJoRBqKKkauE0EQDxi5Cnr1gX91T4SkcXSp+gnxOOpENKQYKSP55X03FAhr98SMtJGvXcHhRf0oy/SNf3erna3t7MzHt3rHkMyVlMOa7cJh7JQ0M79csav2EHCcODmpgBznfvnFbcc45SRSmCEpW46dKE8joShmJCu5qSQJwj3UIS1DI8SJ9PTwzgxuGKUNw1iYFyk4VH9PaMSl7PPAJDlSXTnqDcT/vFaqwj1P0yhJFYnwz6IwZVDFcFAabFNBsGJ9QxAW1PwV4i4yxSlTbcmU4IyePE6atapjV52LncrBYV5HEayBdbAJHLALDsAxOAcNgMEDeAKv4M16tJ6td+vjJ1qw8plV8AfW1zfCN6Uy</latexit>

�tunnel ⇠ e�SB
<latexit sha1_base64="8OHiJLX0I5zZsjs91pLn7+8NCf8=">AAACBXicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKUWi0GwMdyJoGWIhZYRzQck8djbzCVLdveO3T0hHGls/Cs2ForY+h/s/Ddukis08cHA470ZZuYFMWfauO63s7C4tLyymlvLr29sbm0XdnbrOkoUhRqNeKSaAdHAmYSaYYZDM1ZARMChEQwux37jAZRmkbwzwxg6gvQkCxklxkp+4aB9RYQgfmoSKYGP2poJDPfpya1fGfmFoltyJ8DzxMtIEWWo+oWvdjeiiQBpKCdatzw3Np2UKMMoh1G+nWiICR2QHrQslUSA7qSTL0b4yCpdHEbKljR4ov6eSInQeigC2ymI6etZbyz+57USE150UibjxICk00VhwrGJ8DgS3GUKqOFDSwhVzN6KaZ8oQo0NLm9D8GZfnif105Lnlrybs2K5ksWRQ/voEB0jD52jMrpGVVRDFD2iZ/SK3pwn58V5dz6mrQtONrOH/sD5/AGF6JiQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8OHiJLX0I5zZsjs91pLn7+8NCf8=">AAACBXicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKUWi0GwMdyJoGWIhZYRzQck8djbzCVLdveO3T0hHGls/Cs2ForY+h/s/Ddukis08cHA470ZZuYFMWfauO63s7C4tLyymlvLr29sbm0XdnbrOkoUhRqNeKSaAdHAmYSaYYZDM1ZARMChEQwux37jAZRmkbwzwxg6gvQkCxklxkp+4aB9RYQgfmoSKYGP2poJDPfpya1fGfmFoltyJ8DzxMtIEWWo+oWvdjeiiQBpKCdatzw3Np2UKMMoh1G+nWiICR2QHrQslUSA7qSTL0b4yCpdHEbKljR4ov6eSInQeigC2ymI6etZbyz+57USE150UibjxICk00VhwrGJ8DgS3GUKqOFDSwhVzN6KaZ8oQo0NLm9D8GZfnif105Lnlrybs2K5ksWRQ/voEB0jD52jMrpGVVRDFD2iZ/SK3pwn58V5dz6mrQtONrOH/sD5/AGF6JiQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8OHiJLX0I5zZsjs91pLn7+8NCf8=">AAACBXicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKUWi0GwMdyJoGWIhZYRzQck8djbzCVLdveO3T0hHGls/Cs2ForY+h/s/Ddukis08cHA470ZZuYFMWfauO63s7C4tLyymlvLr29sbm0XdnbrOkoUhRqNeKSaAdHAmYSaYYZDM1ZARMChEQwux37jAZRmkbwzwxg6gvQkCxklxkp+4aB9RYQgfmoSKYGP2poJDPfpya1fGfmFoltyJ8DzxMtIEWWo+oWvdjeiiQBpKCdatzw3Np2UKMMoh1G+nWiICR2QHrQslUSA7qSTL0b4yCpdHEbKljR4ov6eSInQeigC2ymI6etZbyz+57USE150UibjxICk00VhwrGJ8DgS3GUKqOFDSwhVzN6KaZ8oQo0NLm9D8GZfnif105Lnlrybs2K5ksWRQ/voEB0jD52jMrpGVVRDFD2iZ/SK3pwn58V5dz6mrQtONrOH/sD5/AGF6JiQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8OHiJLX0I5zZsjs91pLn7+8NCf8=">AAACBXicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKUWi0GwMdyJoGWIhZYRzQck8djbzCVLdveO3T0hHGls/Cs2ForY+h/s/Ddukis08cHA470ZZuYFMWfauO63s7C4tLyymlvLr29sbm0XdnbrOkoUhRqNeKSaAdHAmYSaYYZDM1ZARMChEQwux37jAZRmkbwzwxg6gvQkCxklxkp+4aB9RYQgfmoSKYGP2poJDPfpya1fGfmFoltyJ8DzxMtIEWWo+oWvdjeiiQBpKCdatzw3Np2UKMMoh1G+nWiICR2QHrQslUSA7qSTL0b4yCpdHEbKljR4ov6eSInQeigC2ymI6etZbyz+57USE150UibjxICk00VhwrGJ8DgS3GUKqOFDSwhVzN6KaZ8oQo0NLm9D8GZfnif105Lnlrybs2K5ksWRQ/voEB0jD52jMrpGVVRDFD2iZ/SK3pwn58V5dz6mrQtONrOH/sD5/AGF6JiQ</latexit>
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● Additional QCD phase transition

Implications? Impact on axion abundance

Possibility to be 1st order (extra light states)!

● Exit of supercooling:  
                     ☛ 1st order phase transition

Vacuum energy released into thermal energy

● Gravitational waves

● DM and baryon number diluted:

    1 / nγ ~ (ΛQCD/TeV)3 ~ 10-9  

● “Electroweak” baryogenesis 
     if no reheating over the EW scale
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from P.Baratella (Benasque 18)
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Conclusions

●  Lattice “sees” a light scalar close to the QCD conformal transition

 From holography a light scalar always emerge:   
       ☛ Not parametrically lighter than other resonances 

●  Conformal to non-conformal transition are important in physics

}Supercooling
● Additional QCD phase transition ☛ triggers the exit of supercooling
● Release of latent heat ☛ impact in DM and baryogenesis
● Changes in the axion relic abundance ☛ fa larger could be possible!

●  Impact in the cosmological history:


